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Abstract 
How to select an appropriate number of clusters remains an open problem in 
the literatures of pattern recognition and statistics in several decades. Recently, a 
criterion based on the Bayesian YING-YANG Machine learning scheme has been 
proposed by Xu [66, 70] for selecting the number of clusters in the classical Mean 
Square Error (MSE) clustering analysis or the number of Gaussians in a finite mix-
ture problem. The criterion for the finite mixture case is proved by the Theorem 
1 of paper [69] with two conditions, which are not easy to be verified directly. In 
this thesis, we not only demonstrate the performance of criterion through a set of 
experiments, but also provide an alternative equivalent condition, which is easier to 
be checked than those in Theorem 1. Furthermore, the criterion for the selection of 
cluster number in the A^means clustering approach is proposed in [66, 70] without 
strict theoretical proof yet. We have obtained some theoretical results on a special 
case of this criterion with experimental justifications. In addition, to demonstrate 
the criterion efficacy, we apply the number selection criterion to the data classifi-
cation problem. Experimental results have shown that the criterion can not only 
improve the recognition rate of A;-means algorithm in the unsupervised classification, 
but also improve the performance of Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network 
in the supervised classification via selecting the appropriate number of hidden units. 
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In both of the cases, the results obtained by the criterion is consistent to that by 
Rival Penalized Competitive Learning (RPCL) algorithm. 
Keywords: Cluster Number, Number Selection Criterion, k-means Algorithm, 
Radial Basis Function Network, Unsupervised Classification, Supervised Classifica-
tion, Recognition Rate and Rival Penalized Competitive Learning Algorithm. 
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Clustering analysis is a fundamental but important tool in statistical data analysis, 
which categorizes a set of data points into groups (clusters) in order to (1) solve 
classification problem; (2) reveal associations an.d structures in data which, though 
not previously conceived, are nevertheless sensible and useful when found. The uses 
of clustering analysis are rather general in nature and may be applicable in almost 
any context including the following six major areas [9]: 
• life sciences (biology, botany, zoology, entomology, cytology, micro biology, 
ecology, paleontology), where the objects of analysis are life forms such as 
plants, animals, insects, cells, microorganisms, communities of interdependent 
members, and the fossil records of life in other times. The operational purpose 
of the analysis may range from developing complete taxonomies to delimiting 
the subspecies of a distinct but varied species. 
• medical sciences (psychiatry, pathology, and other specialties focusing on clini-
cal diagnosis), where the objects of clustering analysis may be diseases, patients 
(or their disease profiles), symptoms, and laboratory tests. The operational 
emphasis here is on discovering more effective and economical means for mak-
ing positive diagnoses in the treatment of patients. 
1 
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• behavioral and social sciences (psychology, sociology, criminology, education, 
anthropology, archeology), which have provided the setting for an extraor-
dinary variety of clustering analysis application. The following entities have 
been among the many clustering objects: training methods, behavior pat-
terns, factors of human performance, organizations, human judgments, test 
items, drug users, families, neighborhoods, clubs and other social organiza-
tions, criminals and crimes, students, courses in school, teaching techniques, 
cultures, languages, artifacts of ancient peoples, and excavation sites. 
參 earth sciences (geology, soil science, geography, regional science, remote sens-
ing), which have included application of clustering analysis to land and rock 
formations, soils, river systems, cities, countries, regions ofthe world, and land 
use patterns. 
• some engineering sciences (pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, neural 
network, systems science, cybernetics, electrical engineering), which have pro-
vided opportunities for using clustering analysis. Typical examples of the 
entities to which clustering has been applied include handwritten characters, 
samples of speech, fingerprints, pictures and scenes, electrocardiograms, wave-
forms, radar signals, and circuit designs. 
• information, policy, and decision sciences (information retrieval, political sci-
ence, economics, marketing research, operations research), which have included 
the application of clustering analysis to documents and to the terms describing 
them, political units such as countries and states, legislators, votes on political 
issues, such issues themselves, industries, consumers, eras of good (and bad) 
times, products, markets, sales programs, research and development projects, 
political districting, investments, personnel assignments, credit risks, plant lo-
cation, and floor plan designs. 
In general, the clustering technique can be subdivided into hierarchical and par-
titional clustering by the type of structure imposed on the data [10]. A hierarchical 
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clustering is nested sequence of partitions, whereas a partition clustering is a single 
partition. As partitional clustering techniques are used frequently in engineering 
applications such as in image processing, where partitional clustering methods are 
used to make an efficient representation and compression of large data bases [9}, in 
this thesis we only consider partitional clustering, whose problem can be formally 
stated as follows: 
Given N data points {aj^}^^, determine a partition of the data into k groups 
(clusters) such that the data points in a cluster are more similar to each other 
than to those in different clusters 
If square error criterion is adopted to measure the similarity of the data points, we 
call such a clustering as mean square error (MSE) clustering because the clustering 
objective is to minimize the MSE function 
1 k N 




1, if y = argmin^ \\xi - rrikyW^ 
h{y Xi)= ， 
0, otherwise 
where the data point Xi is classified into the y," cluster when Ik{y]xi) = 1, and ruky 
is the mean of those data x's in the y^^ one of k clusters. 
Since optimal clustering is an NP-hard problem, in the past decades many heuris-
tic clustering algorithm have been proposed to perform this task. Typical examples 
are fc-means algorithm [28] and Frequency Sensitive Competitive Learning (FSCL) 
1]. Most of them request to specify the number k of clusters in advance. If k is 
selected well, these clustering algorithms can succeed in grouping data points into 
appropriate clusters. Otherwise, their performance will deteriorate, whereby leading 
to a bad clustering solution. In the past, a lot of efforts have been made to solve 
this number selection problem, which can be categorized into three aspects: 
Heuristic Approaches Since the appropriate selection of cluster number is quite 
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difficult, a straightforward way is to design a certain type of clustering algo-
rithms without k selection problem. Typical examples are Incremental Clus-
tering, DYNOC [60] and Rival Penalized Competitive Learning (RPCL) al-
gorithms [79, 80], all of which are heuristically proposed to avoid the cluster-
number selection problem by associating a scheme to select the number of 
clusters dynamically. 
Statistical Hypothesis As shown in papers [44, 59], finite mixture model provides 
a mathematical approach for clustering analysis. Hence, an alternative way in 
statistics is to select cluster number k by fitting the mixture model via some 
test statistics on statistical hypothesis [17, 59] such as ALR test statistic [63]. 
Criteria Since the choice of cluster number k becomes the number selection of 
components in the finite mixture model, some criteria proposed for model 
selection, such as AIC [2, 3, 4, 5，6], AICB [13], CAIC [14], ICOMP [15, 16], 
SIC [58], adjusted affinity criterion [43] and so on, have been used to select 
the number of clusters. 
However, all these existing approaches have their own problems. In heuristic ap-
proaches, most of them request to specify a threshold value appropriately in ad-
vance, which is the same difficulty as pre-specifying cluster number k in practice. 
Although RPCL algorithm [79, 80] has been empirically shown that it can select 
cluster number automatically by driving extra seed points far away from the data 
set without threshold-value selection problem, there is no existing theory to support 
it. The statistical hypothesis approach always meet the problem how to control the 
overall error rate, and the existing criteria often overestimate / underestimate the 
cluster number due to difficulty of choosing appropriate penalty function. To our 
best knowledge, the cluster-number selection still remains an open problem for past 
decades. 
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1.1.1 Bayesian YING-YANG Learning Theory and Number Selec-
tion Criterion 
Recently, a Bayesian YING-YANG learning theory is suggested by Xu [66, 67, 65 
as a general theory for unsupervised parameter learning and model selection. The 
YING-YANG learning theory is a combination of Bayesian formulation and sepa-
ration function for matching two structural joint densities on two complement but 
equivalent Bayesian formulations with four components specifically designed [65]. 
As shown in the paper [66], one special design of the YING-YANG learning 
theory provides a criterion for choosing the number of components in the finite 
Gaussian mixture problem, where the criterion's cost function has two variants: soft 
and hard-cut, which can be calculated via soft EM and hard-cut EM respectively as 
shown in [66, 70]. In the following, we name this criterion with soft cost function as 
soft criterion and that with hard-cut cost function as hard-cut criterion. Moreover, 
a special case of hard-cut criterion has also been proposed in [70] for the selection 
of cluster number in the A^means clustering algorithm [28], which is an important 
advance because A;-means approach is very popular in the classical Mean Square 
Error (MSE) clustering analysis, but its cluster-number selection is still an open 
problem in the past decades. 
Compared to those previous criteria, which will be further discussed in Chapter 
2, the main advantages of YING-YANG based criterion are that: 
1. the criterion cost function is directly derived from the YING-YANG learning 
theory without the selection problem of penalty function; 
2. one special case of the hard-cut criterion can select the cluster number for the 
A;-means approach [28] in the conventional MSE clustering analysis. 
The Theorem 1 of paper [69] has proved the soft criterion on two conditions although 
the hard-cut criterion is only empirically justified by the experiments without strict 
theoretical proof yet. 
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1.2 General Motivation 
The study motivation in this thesis has two aspects. One aspect is that we have 
found the two conditions of Theorem 1 [69] for the soft criterion are difficult to be 
examined directly in a real specific problem. It is necessary to get an alternative 
condition, which is not only equivalent to that in Theorem 1, but also easier to be 
investigated for a given practical problem. 
The other aspect is that the special hard-cut criterion given in [66, 70, 69] is 
proposed for solving the open selection problem of cluster number in the conventional 
MSE clustering analysis by the A;-means algorithm [28]. Although the criterion is 
shown to be work well by many experimental results, it has not been theoretical 
proved yet. 
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
1. By a set of experiments, we demonstrate the performance of the number se-
lection criterion on general case and special case of Gaussian mixture problem 
respectively via soft EM as well as hard-cut EM. 
2. With mathematical proof, we provide an alternative equivalent condition of 
Theorem 1 [69], and it is easier to be investigated for a given real problem. For 
example, we can immediately know the result from the new condition that the 
soft criterion can select the right number of components for a finite Gaussian 
mixture problem. 
3. We study a special case of hard-cut criterion given in [66, 70, 69] in detail, and 
obtain some theoretical results for the selection of cluster number in the k-
means algorithm. The theoretical results are also justified by the experiments. 
4. We apply the number selection criterion to unsupervised and supervised data 
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classification respectively, and also compare the results obtained by the crite-
rion with that by RPCL algorithm. 
1.4 Other Related Contributions 
1.4.1 A Fast Number Detection Approach 
In practice, as given a range of candidate cluster number, the criterion cost function 
mentioned in Sub-section 1.1.1 requests to estimate the parameters in each candi-
date cluster number k, it needs a large quantity of computing costs. Hence, we have 
proposed a heuristic approach, which can reduce the computing costs considerably in 
implementing the number selection criterion by dynamically selecting some reason-
able candidate cluster number from the range instead of choosing all. Preliminary 
experiments have shown that this algorithm is faster about 116% than the original 
one proposed in [70]. 
1.4.2 Application of RPCL to Prediction Models for Time Series 
Forecasting 
The criterion mentioned above provides a new approach to select the number of clus-
ters in the conventional MSE clustering analysis or the number of basis functions 
in the Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural networks. However, its specific imple-
mentation requires to calculate the cost function for each candidate cluster number, 
which needs a large quantity of computing costs especially via soft EM. Our ex-
periments have shown that the results obtained by the number selection criterion 
is consistent to those by RPCL algorithm. Hence, RBF network can be trained by 
RPCL algorithm, which has been shown experimentally [79, 80] to be able to auto-
matically select the number of hidden units by driving extra hidden units far away 
from the input data set so that the performance of RBF is insensitive to the number 
selection of hidden units. We have applied the RPCL to train the hidden layer of 
normalized RBF network as well as its extended variant. Experimental results have 
shown that the performance of such a RBF network is better than original one in 
the financial time series forecasting. 
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Furthermore, we also propose a variant of RBF network called Adaptive Rival 
Penalized Competitive Learning and Combined Linear Predictor (Adaptive RPCL-
CLP) model for financial series forecasting, which not only uses RPCL algorithm to 
automatically determine the size of the hidden layer by driving extra hidden units 
far away from the input data set, but also involves an adaptive training scheme 
and a gating network [77] to combine the outputs of hidden units with Random 
Walk model. Preliminary experiments have shown that the performance of adap-
tive RPCL-CLP is better than RBF, Elman and Jordan recurrent neural networks, 
Random Walk and classical MA{q) models in the forecasting of financial time series. 
1.4.3 Publications 
I, as a co-author, have published thirteen international conference papers and one 
journal paper in the past two academic years. Each paper covers one of three areas 
as follows: 
• Selection of cluster number in finite mixture models and clustering analysis; 
• Time series forecasting in Financial Engineering; 
• Trading System in Foreign Exchange Market. 
For the details, please refer to the publication list in Appendix D. 
1.5 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of six chapters and four appendixes. 
In Chapter 2 we state the number selection problem focused on in this thesis in 
detail, where we not only list major existing approaches to solve 
this problem, but also point out the difficulties when using these 
approaches in practice. In this chapter, some common clustering 
algorithms such as A;-means, RPCL are also introduced. 
In Chapter 3 we introduce the basic concept of Bayesian YING-YANG learn-
ing theory and the number selection criterion, which is the premise 
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of the work in this thesis. Furthermore, to make a support for our 
further study on YING-YANG based criterion in Chapter 4，we 
also present some experimental results to illustrate the criterion 
effectiveness. 
In Chapter 4 we study on the basis of the previous work in YING-YANG based 
criterion [66, 70, 69], where we not only introduce the original 
conditions of Theorem 1 given in paper [69], but also provide 
an alternative condition, which is equivalent to original ones but 
easier to be investigated in practice. Furthermore, we further 
study one special case of hard-cut criterion for the selection of 
cluster number in the A;-means algorithm. We have obtained 
three theorems and a corollary, all of which are justified by the 
experiments. In addition, some discussion is also given in this 
chapter. 
In Chapter 5 we apply the number selection criterion to A;-means algorithm 
with demonstration on unsupervised and supervised data classi-
fication. Also, we compare the results obtained by the number 
selection criterion with that by RPCL algorithm. 
In Chapter 6 we give the conclusion and the future work direction. 
In Appendix A we provide a heuristic approach to save computing costs in im-
plementing the number selection criterion mentioned in Chapter 
3 and Chapter 4. 
In Appendix B we apply RPCL algorithm to train two kinds of RBF network: 
normalized RBF network and extended normalized RBF network 
with demonstration on two real-world financial time series. 
In Appendix C the Adaptive RPCL-CLP model is presented in detail, and some 
experimental comparison results with existing approaches are 
also given. 
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In Appendix D A list of my papers and journals published in the past two years 
is presented. 
Chapter 2 
Open Problem: How Many 
Clusters? 
In statistical data analysis or unsupervised pattern recognition, there is a classical 
Mean Square Error (MSE) clustering problem — partitioning the data {^Ci)j^i into 
k clusters with each represented by its centers {mky]y=i such that a sample Xi is 
classified into the y^ ^ cluster if the indicator function Ik{y]xi) = 1, with 
‘ 
1, if y = argmiuyWxi - rrikyf 
h{y\xi) 二 . （2.1) 
0, otherwise 
where the centers {mky]y=i can be learned iteratively (To be clear, we also call such 
{^A:y)y=i obtained by learning as seed points which actually may not be the true 
cluster centers) by the well known A;-means algorithm [28]: 
1. Pre-defined a value of k — the number of clusters 
2. Initialize the seed points {m^^)J_j 
3. Calculate Ik{y\xi) by eq.(2.1), which separates the input space into k regions 
{^ky}y=l 
4. Classify data Xi into y," region if Ik{y{xi) = 1 
5. Let 
^new — ^i=l h{y\Xi)Xi 
�—Ef=i4(^k.) ( ) 
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6. Repeat step 3 - step 5 until {rriky)y=i is convergent. 
The crux of A;-means algorithm is to pre-define the number of clusters k appro-
priately. As shown in Figure 2.1(b), when the k is selected appropriately, the k-
means algorithm can find out the clustering center points correctly. But, if the k is 
mis-specified, the performance of A;-means algorithm will deteriorate significantly as 
shown in Figure 2.1(a)(c)(d), where some of ruky's do not locate at the center of the 
corresponding clusters. Instead, they are either at some boundary points between 
different clusters or at points biased from some cluster centers, which leads to an 
incorrect clustering result. Unfortunately, in most practical cases, we do not know 
the value of k in advance. Similar problem also exists in Gaussian mixture problem 
via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [25, 76] and RBF neural network 
training [46], where the number of Gaussians or the number of hidden units need to 
be appropriately determined in advance. 
In the past, many approaches were proposed for the selection of cluster number, 
which can be mainly categorized into three aspects as described in Chapter 1. How-
ever, they meet new difficulties. In heuristic approach, one example is Incremental 
Clustering (IC) algorithm which can be summarized as follows: 
step 1: Initially, take a sample x randomly from the data set D = {^i)ili- Let 
the seed point mn = x^  while letting the cluster number k — 1; 
step 2: For any sample Xi, which is also chosen randomly from D, check the 
distance between X{ and each of existing seed points { ? 7 ^ } � = 1 . Let 
y = argmini<j<kW^i - mfcj||. (2.3) 
If \\xi — rukyW < €, let 
^ 2 r = m^f + AmA:y, (2.4) 
where e is a threshold value, and Arriky is a updated term. Otherwise, let 
n^etw _ |^ oid _|_ 1, Yriknewy = m^oidy with y = 1, •.., k�id, and create a new 
seed point rriknewJ^ new with mknewj^ new = Xi. 
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Figure 2.1: The results obtained by A;-means algorithm with (a) k = 1; (b) k = 2; 
(c) k = 3; (d) k = 4, where '+ ' denotes the location of converged seed points rriky's. 
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step 3: Repeat step 2 until {rriky)y=i is convergent. 
Although IC algorithm does not request to pre-specify the number of clusters, its 
performance depends on the threshold value e. If e is not selected appropriately, 
the wrong cluster number will be created, which will make the performance of IC 
deteriorate significantly. To avoid this problem, another typical successful example 
is Rival Penalized Competitive Learning (RPCL) algorithm, which is heuristically 
proposed in papers [79, 80]. The basic idea of RPCL is that for each input, not 
only the weights of the winner unit are modified to adapt to the input, but also 
the weights of its rival (the 2nd winner) are delearned by a smaller learning rate. 
Specifically, the algorithm is: 
step 1: Randomly take a sample X{ from the data set D — {a:i)^i, and for y — 
1，2，• • • ’ Jc, l e t 
y 
1, if y = c with c = argmin) jj\\xi — rrikjW^ 
Ik{y\xi) = -1, if y 二 r with r = argmirij^c7ilki _ ^kjW^ (2-5) 
0, otherwise 
step 2: Update the center vector ruky by 
• 
c^c{xi - mky), if Ik(y\3 i^) = 1 
Amfcy=<^ -ar (x i - TUky), if Ik(y\xi) = - 1 (2.6) 
0, otherwise 
\ 
where 0 < cec,QV < 1 are the learning rates for the winner and rival 
unit respectively, jy = =^——and Uj is the cumulative number of the 
Ej=i 几3 
occurrences of Ik{j]xi) = 1. 
Experimental results in [79, 80] have shown that the RPCL can automatically deter-
mine the number k of clusters when k is initialized larger than the right number of 
cluster by driving extra seed points far away from the data set. However, currently 
there does not exist any theory to support it. 
In the approaches of statistical hypothesis, as described in [17], how many com-
ponent clusters are in the mixture is decided by statistical hypothesis testing such as 
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(i) Ho : k — 1 (single component cluster) 
vs. Hi : k — 2 (mixture of two component clusters); 
(ii) Ho : k = 2 (mixture of two component cluster) 
vs. Hi : k = 3 (mixture of three component clusters)； 
(r) Ho : k = r (mixture of r component cluster) 
vs. Hi : k 二 r + 1 (mixture of r + 1 component clusters); 
So on. 
If we reject, for example, the null hypothesis Ho : k = 1 at some prescribed level 
of significance, say o^ (0 in stage (i), then we need to test the alternative hypothesis 
Hi : k — 2 [which is now the null hypothesis Ho : k = 2 in stage (ii)] against the 
alternative Hi : k = 3 using now, say a("). In this manner if we continue to test the 
hypotheses sequentially and stop at some point where we cannot reject any more, 
then these tests are no longer independent in the probability sense, but they are 
dependent. This raises the question as to how to control the overall error rate which 
is always a problem in the mixture-model clustering problem. 
The other aspect is criterion approaches often used in the statistics, whose cost 
functions have a common form 
- 2 ln[maxL(A;)] + p{N, k, m(k)) (2.7) 
where maxL(A;) is the maximum likelihood, p is the penalty function, N is the 
sample size, and m[k) is the number of independent parameters in the A;-th model. 
For example, there are 
• AIC [3] AIC 二 - 2 ln[maxL(fc)] + 2k-
• AICB [13] AICB = -21n[maxL(A;)] + 3A;; 
• CAIC [14] CAIC =-21n[maxL(AO] + A; + Hn(AO; 
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• CAICF [14] CAICF ：= -2ln[maxL(A;)] + k + kln(A^) + lndet F; 
• ICOMP [15] ICOMP = -21n[maxL(A:)] + 2Ci (F- i ) ; 
• SIC [58] SIC = -21n[maxL(A;)] + A l^n(A )^; 
where F is the estimated Fisher information matrix, and Ci denotes the maximal 
information complexity o f F _ i with C i (F " i ) = d/2ln[trace{F-^)/d] - 1/2ln |F"i 
and d = dim{F~^) 二 rank{F~^). These criterion cost functions differ only in the 
choice of the penalty function. However, it is still a puzzled problem to determine the 
appropriate penalty function in practice, with the result that these existing criteria 
often overestimate or underestimate the cluster number. 
To our best knowledge, to find a theory for the proper selection of k still remains 




Learning Theory: Review and 
Experiments 
The theme of this thesis is to further study on the selection criterion of cluster 
number obtained from Bayesian YING-YANG learning theory [66, 70]. Hence, a 
brief introduction of YING-YANG learning theory may be helpful to make more 
understanding of the work in this thesis. 
In this chapter, we review Bayesian YING-YANG learning theory briefly by 
introducing its basic architecture and its power as a general theory. Furthermore, 
we introduce a particular case of this learning theory — a selection criterion of cluster 
number in Gaussian mixture and MSE clustering analysis, which is the premise ofour 
work in this thesis. Here, we also present some experimental results to demonstrate 
its performance, which not only makes more helpful to understand the criterion, but 
also makes an empirical support for our further study on the criterion in Chapter 4. 
17 
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3.1 Briefly Review of Bayesian YING-YANG Learning 
Theory 
In recent years, a so-called Bayesian YING-YANG (BYY) learning system and the-
ory has been developed as a unified statistical learning approach [66, 69, 68, 74, 
73], which consists of two complementary models as shown in Figure 3.1. One is 
Representation Space Y M2(y)  
~ ； ‘ 
mrnmmmmmmsm mmmmmmmSM ssBsiKw^ ^^  ::徽匆鍋4雜�5:繊8。纖^ ^^ ^ 
Encoding Decoding 
Recognition ^Mi(V'^) Generating 
Representation p^^(xly) Reconstruction 
5  
Pm(x) 
Input Pattern Space X 
Figure 3.1: The input domain X and the representation domain Y. 
Pui {x^ y) = PMi {vl^)PMi (a^ )? implemented by a model Mi called YANG Machine 
which performs the task of transferring an input x of Input Space X into a code y of 
Representation space Y, The other is / ¾ (a^ ? y) — PM2 {Av)PM2 (2/), implemented by 
a model M2 called YING Machine which performs the task of generating an input 
X from a code y. As shown in [66, 69, 68, 74, 73], by matching these two machines 
through a certain separation function with four components of P^i (?/k)? Pui {^), 
PjVf2 {^\y) and Fjvf2 {y) specifically designed, the BYY learning can provide us at least 
four types of new strengths [72]: 
1. It can unify most of the existing major statistical learning models and theories. 
For example, 
for unsupervised learning they include Maximum Likelihood (ML) learn-
ing with the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [25], information 
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geometry theory with the em algorithm [7, 8, 19, 22, 23], MDL autoen-
coder [33], Helmholtz machine [24, 32], independent component analysis 
(ICA) by INFORMAX [11] or MMI, LMSER learning, principal compo-
nent analysis {PCA) [51, 64], various clusters and self-organizing maps; 
for supervised learning they include the conventional ML learning (i.e. BP 
algorithm) for feed-forward network, ML learning for RBF nets [71], mix-
ture of experts [34, 39] and its alternatives [77, 78]. 
This powerful unification provides us not only deep insights on these mentioned 
popular existing approaches, but also further guidances on obtaining their new 
variants or extensions via cross fertilization. 
2. Some special cases of the BYY learning bring us several interesting new models 
on both unsupervised and supervised learnings, which deserve further investi-
gation. For example, we can get a general scheme called co-supervised learning 
for handling those training data sets with one part consisting of both input 
and teaching target and the other part consisting of input only, so that super-
vised learning and unsupervised learning not only have been unified, but also 
coexist consistently for best exploiting the information in such a given data 
set [75]. 
3. The BYY learning theory can function as a general theory not only for param-
eter learning, but also for model selection (or more precisely called structural 
scale selection), e.g., for selecting subspace dimension, number of clusters, 
number of gaussians, number of experts, number of hidden units, etc. 
4. The BYY learning theory can also function as a general theory from regular-
ization and architecture evaluation. 
In the rest of this thesis, further study will concentrates on a particular case of the 
BYY learning system and theory — a criterion for selection of cluster number in 
Gaussian mixture and MSE clustering analysis. 
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3.2 Number Selection Criterion 
As shown in papers [66, 70], given a data set D = {xi 6 ^ " ) i I i , a particular design 
of the BYY Learning Theory can obtain the following cost function: 
1 N k k 
Q{k,e{k)) = — J2 Y. Pk{y\xi) ln Pk{y{xi) - ^ aky ln aky 
i=l y=l y=l 
N k 




P{x\e{k) ) :^^akyP{x\eky) (3.2) 
y=i 
where P{-) is a probability density function, and the parameter Q[k) = {cnky^ ^kyjy=i-
If P(x\Oky} is a Gaussian probability density distribution, the function Q(k, 0(k)) 
can be specified as Q(k, S(k)) = J'(k, G(k)) with 0(k) — {a^y, ruky, Tiky)yz=i and 
1 N k 
J'{k,e{k)) = ^Y^Y.Pk{y\xi)[{xi — rrikyfT>ll{xi - mfcJ+ln I^J 
i=l y=l 
1 N k k 
+ 77 S X ] Pk{y]xi) ln Pk{y\xi) - ^oiky ln Oiky, (3.3) 
i=l y=l y=l 
where rriky, Sj^ y are the mean and covariance matrix of y^ ^ Gaussians respectively in 
the mixture, and aky is its priori probability. 
As shown in [66, 70, 69], several soft criterion cost function can be obtained from 
eq.(3.3) for various special cases of Gaussian mixture. However, in this thesis, we 
only concentrate on two of them, which are listed as follows: 
• General Case: (i.e. without any constraints on the parameter S{k)) 
1 N k 1 k 
j{^) = 77 Y1 Y1 Pk{y\xi) ln Pk{y]xi) + -Y^oiky ln|SA:y 




• Special Case: (i.e. T>ky = s\l plus a^y = ^ with y — 1, 2, . . .,k) 
1 N k d 
J{k) = - Y, Y. Pk{y\xi) ln Pk{y\xi) + - ln ^ + ln k (3.5) 
i=l y=l 
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where s| = ^ Ey=i E ^ i Pk{y\xi)\\xi - mkyW .^ 
Moreover, as shown in [66, 70, 69], the posteriori probability Pk{y\xi) can be further 
hard-cut into 
r , � 1， if y = argmaxi<j<kPk{j\xi) 
h[y Xi)= —— (o.Dj 
0, otherwise 
with the eq.(3.4) and eq.(3.5) simplified into the following hard-cut variants: 
• General Case: 
1 k k 
Jh{k) = - ^ aky ln 1 ¾ ! — ^ c^ ky ln aky (3.7) 
y=i y=i 
• Special Case: 
Jh{k) = ^ ln si + ln k. (3.8) 
JLi 
where sl = ^ Ey=i E i I i h{y\xi)\\xi — rrikyW .^ 
The parameters {aky^ rriky, ^ky}y=i in J{k) and Jh{k) can be estimated respectively 
via soft EM and hard-cut EM as follows: 
參 soft EM 
E-step: 
^r, . ) 《勢它浦 
• ' � - T U � � * t y a , K ' � ( ) 
M-step: 
^new _ E i I l A ( y k t ) 
^ky = N 
^new — TLlPk{y\xi)Xi 
�—Ef=iiM"W 
^ . e . = ^llPk{y\x^)[x.-ml['][x,-ml[r 
如 一 EllPk{y\x^) . ‘ ) 
• hard-cut EM 
E-step: Calculate Pk{y\xi) and Ik{y\xi) by eq.(3.9) and eq.(3.6) respectively 
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M-step: 
new _ EiLi h{y\xi) 
� — N 
^new — T!i=lh{y\Xi)Xi 
切 = ~ f ^ J ^ 
产 E ^ i / ; ^ ( y k . ) [ ^ - < ] [ ^ - < r m i � 
^ky 二 ：^~~—, X . ( 丄 丄 ” 
EiIi4(yki) 
where the hard-cut EM can be reduced to the A;-means algorithm mentioned in 
Chapter 2 in the above special case. 
As shown in papers [66, 70, 69], the number selection criterion is that the curve 
of cost function J{k) or Jh{k) versus k has a global minimum point at k = k*, where 
k is a candidate cluster number and k* is the right number of Gaussians in the 
finite Gaussian mixture. For convenience, we name the criterion associated with the 
function J(k) as soft criterion, and name that associated with the function Jh{k) 
as hard-cut criterion. 
Furthermore, as shown in [70], the cost function Jh{k) in eq.(3.8) equals to 
Jh{k) = ^ ln MSE{k) + ln k + c, (3.12) 
/j 
where c is a constant, and this formula is obtained by noticing s\ = MSE{k) with 
MSE{k) given by eq.(l . l) . Hence, minimization of Jh{k) in eq.(3.8) is equivalent 
to minimization of MSE{k) in eq.(l.l) . That is, the MSE clustering is the hard-cut 
version of Gaussian mixture clustering in the special case, with the result that the 
special case of hard-cut criterion can select the right number of clusters in the MSE 
clustering (in other words, the correct cluster number for the well-known A;-means 
algorithm [66, 70, 69]). 
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3.3 Experiments 
3.3.1 Experimental Purposes and Data Sets 
The experiments are designed to justify the criterion mentioned above, which con-
sists of two parts. In Part 1, we consider the general cases of soft criterion and 
hard-cut criterion, in which the cost functions given in eq.(3.4) and eq.(3.7) are used 
respectively. In Part 2, we investigate the soft criterion as well as hard-cut criterion 
on the special case. Since the first term of the cost function J{k) given in eq.(3.4) 
and eq.(3.5) will be significantly effected by the number of data points, we here 
ignore this term, which is also guaranteed by the results in [74]. 
The 200 X k* experimental data are randomly selected from A:*-Gaussian mixtures 
with equal priori probabilities, i.e., each cluster almost includes 200 samples. Table 
3.1 and Table 3.2 list the parameters of each Gaussian component in Part 1 and 
Part 2 respectively. In the experiments, we only consider the range of candidate 
cluster number k between 1 and 8. 
3.3.2 Experimental Results 
Figures 3.2-3.7 show the results of Part 1, and Figures 3.8-3.13 show the results of 
Part 2. The training costs of soft EM and hard-cut EM in Part 1 and Part 2 are 
shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 respectively, which are measured by MATLAB 
flops. From these results, we can observe the following points: 
1. Both of soft criterion and hard-cut criterion are right in all cases, where the 
minimum point of J{k) or Jh{k) is the correct number of Gaussians; 
2. The hard-cut EM converges much faster than soft EM with about 100 times 
in all cases we have tried so far. 
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Table 3.1: The parameters of Gaussians that the experimental data of Part 1 come 
from. 
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Table 3.2: The parameters of Gaussians that the experimental data of Part 2 come 
from. 
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Figure 3.3: 3-Gaussian mixture for general case, (a) the data set; (b) the curve of 
J{k) versus k., (c) the curve of Jh{k) versus k. 
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Figure 3.3: 3-Gaussian mixture for general case, (a) the data set; (b) the curve of 
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Figure 3.3: 3-Gaussian mixture for general case, (a) the data set; (b) the curve of 
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Figure 3.3: 3-Gaussian mixture for general case, (a) the data set; (b) the curve of 
J{k) versus k., (c) the curve of Jh{k) versus k. 
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Figure 3 . 3 : 3-Gaussian mixture for general case, (a) the data set; (b) the curve of 
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Figure 3 . 3 : 3-Gaussian mixture for general case, (a) the data set; (b) the curve of 
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Figure 3.14: The training flops of soft EM and hard-cut EM in Part 1. 
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Figure 3.15: The training flops of soft EM and hard-cut EM in Part 2. 
Chapter 4 
Conditions of Number Selection 
Criterion 
The experiments in Chapter 3 have shown that the selection criterion of cluster 
number can select the right number of clusters successfully in a finite Gaussian mix-
ture problem and MSE clustering via fc-means algorithm, which will arise a problem 
naturally — what is the valid condition of this YING-YANG based criterion? In 
the paper [69], Theorem 1 has proved the soft criterion on two conditions, which 
are not easy to be verified directly. As for hard-cut criterion, there does not exist 
any theoretical results except for some empirical outcomes although this criterion is 
very useful especially its special case. Hence, this chapter will cover two aspects: 
1. With mathematical proof, we propose an alternative condition of number se-
lection criterion, which is equivalent to those in Theorem 1 but easier to be 
checked in a specific problem, 
2. We further study focusing on the special case of hard-cut criterion. The ob-
tained theoretical results are also justified by the experiments. 
39 
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4.1 Alternative Condition of Number Selection Crite-
rion 
We assume the sample data {xi G ^^jfL^ come from the following mixture density 
distribution: 
k* 




4 * y > 0 , ^Oi l . y = 1 
y=i 
where S*{k*) = { 略 沪 < ^ 、 } 工 1 ， a n d each P(x|^^,^) comes from the same density 
family. As shown in Chapter 3, one special design of Bayesian YING-YANG Machine 
learning scheme can get the cost function Q(k, 0(k)) in eq.(3.1): 
In the paper [69], the Theorem 1 has proved that the curve ofQ(k, S{k)) versus 
k is minimum at k = k*，which is just the right number of densities in the finite 
density mixture, on two conditions: 
1. P(a:|0(A^)) is uniquely defined by its parameter 0{k) except for permutations 
on indices; 
2. There is no another finite mixture P(a;|0(&)) with k + k* but P(a^|9(A;))= 
P{x{e^{k*)). 
Since in practice it is difficult to examine whether the given finite mixture P(x|G(A;)) 
satisfies the above conditions, it is necessary to get an alternative equivalent condi-
tion so that it is easier to be investigated in a specific problem. Before showing this 
alternative condition in Theorem 4.2, we first define a density family as follows: 
Definition 4.1 Given any two distinct densities / i and /2 in a density family V 
where all density functions with the same parametric form are identifiable, if J\ and 
/2 are linear independent, then V is a linear-independent density family. 
Theorem 4.2 The two conditions in Theorem 1 [69] are equivalent to the condition 
that all members in a finite mixture come from the same linear-independent density 
family. 
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To prove Theorem 4.2, it only needs to show that the condition in Theorem 4.2 is 
a sufficient and necessary condition of that in Theorem 1 [69]. Since it is difficult 
to directly prove Theorem 4.2, we use reduction to absurdity in the following proof 
procedure. 
Proof: 
• Sufficient Condition 
1. Prove that P{x\Q{k)) is uniquely defined by its parameter S{k) except for 
permutations on indices. 
Assume that P{x\ei{k)) = P(a:|e2(AO), where Si{k) * G>2(A0. Let 
k 




p{x\e2{k)) = ^PkyP{x\e',^) (4.3) 
y=i 
where P(x\Oky) and P{x\6'}^y) are arranged in the same order. Hence, we 
have 
k 
J2HyP {x\eky) - ^kyP{x\e[y)]三 0 for \/x. (4.4) 
y = l 
Since P{x\Oky) and P(a:|^;J from the linear-independent density family 
are arranged in the same order, thus from eq.(4.4) we get 
c^kyP{x\eky) - fhyP�x\G'ky�三 0，for 1 < y < k. (4.5) 
Hence, we have 
akyP{x\eky)=pkyP{x\e',y) (4.6) 
As P{x\Oky) and P{x]6'j^y) are all identifiable, thus 
oiky = fhy and 6ky = 0'ky (4.7) 
where 1 < y < k. That is, 
e1(AO = e2(AO (4.8) 
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This is contradictory to the assumption. Thus, P(ic|ei(AO) + P(^c|O2(A0) 
as Qi{k) / 02(^0. That is, P(x|0(A:)) is uniquely defined by its parame-
ter B{k) except for permutations on indices. 
2. Prove that there is no another finite mixture P{x\Q{k)) with k + k* but 
p{x\e{k)) = p{x\e^{k*)). 
Let 
k 












O^k*y > 0 , ^ 0!k*y = 1 
y=i 
where S{k) = {aky,QkyYy=i and 8*(A:*) = {ak*y,Ok*y)l=i. Assume that 
P(a:|G(A;)) = P(a;|0*(A;*)) holds as some k • k*. For simplicity, we may 
set k > k* (similar as k < A;*). Hence, we have 
For Vx, P(a:|e(A:)) = P{x\e*{k*)) (4.11) 
Since P{x\9ky) and P(x|^A;*y) all come from the same density family, 
we can get at least one term in the right-hand side of eq.(4.11) is the 
combination of k' terms in the left-hand side. For simplicity, we assume 
that they are the first k' terms in the left-hand side. That is, 
k' 
ak*yP{x\6k*y) = ^ o%P(a;|6>jty)_ with aky > 0 (4.12) 
y=i 
As each density function P(x\dky) is linear independent, thus it is impos-
sible that the identity equation (4.12) holds. As a result, 
p(a;|e(AO)#POc|e*(r)) as k#k*. 
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That is, all density functions coming from the same linear-independent 
density family is the sufficient condition of the two conditions in Theorem 
1 [69；. 
• Necessary Condition 
1. Prove all density functions are identifiable if P{x\Q{k)) is uniquely de-
fined by its parameter S{k) except for permutations on indices. 
If the density functions are not all identifiable, there exists at least one 
P(aj|6i(A^)) with 
k 
P{x\e,{k)) = Y.akyP{x\eky) 
y=i 
k 
= Y^ akyP{xl6ky) + akrP{xlO'k^) 
yz=l,y^r 
=P{xlS2{k)) (4.13) 
with P{xl6kr) = P{x\e[^) but 6kr + 0'kr. Hence, we have 
P{x\ei{k)) = P{x\e2{k)) with e1(AO7^e2(AO, (4.14) 
where 0i(A;) = Wky,GkyYy=i and 62(^:) = {o^ ,^ ;y )^=i (#r )U{cvArr ,6>L} . 
But P{x\Q{k)) is uniquely defined by its parameter S{k) except for per-
mutations on indices. Thus, the assumption is wrong. 
That is, all density functions are identifiable. 
2. Prove that all density functions are linear-independent if there is no an-
otherfinite mixture P(a:|0(fc)) with k • k* 6wZP(a:|0(A:)) = F(a:;|6*(yb*)). 
We assume the density functions are linear-dependent. Since the density 
functions come from the same parametric density family X>, thus for any 
two distinct density functions /1 and /2, there exists two constants ai 
and «2 such that aifi + a2f2 = /3 , where /1, /2 and /3 G T>. 
Since 
k* 
P{x]e*{k*)) = Y.ak*yP{x\ek*y) 
y=i 
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k* 
二 X1 Oik*yP{x\0k*y) + Oik*lP{x\0k*l) 
y=3 
+ « " 尸 ( 秦 2 ) (4.15) 
we can let 
/5P(a;|6>') = ak*iP{x\ek*i) + ak*2P{xlOk*2) (4.16) 
where (3 = (akn+0^k*2)^ /1 = P(x|Ok*i), /2 = P(x|Ok*2) and /3 = P(x|0'). 
That is, 
k* 
P H e * ( r ) ) = | > 左 * 州 知 0 +师丨伊） 
y=3 
=P{xie{k)) (4.17) 
with k* = k^l. Thus, 
P{x\e{k)) = P{x\Q*{k*)) as k* = k + l. (4.18) 
But we have known that 
_P(a;|e(AO)#P(a;|e*(A;*)) as k^i^k 
which is contradictory to the eq.(4.18). 
Hence, the assumption is also wrong. That is, not 3ai,a2 and /3 such 
that ai / i + a2/2 = /3 and a1,a2 > 0 with ai + a2 = 1. 
To sum up, all density functions coming from the same linear-independent 
density family is also the necessary condition of those in Theorem 1 [69 . 
Q.E.D. 
Although we only consider Gaussian cases here due to easy implementation, the 
combination of Theorem 1 [69] and Theorem 4.2 has shown that the criterion is 
applicable to determine the number of components in any density mixture problem 
as long as each density component comes from a linear-independent density family, 
from which we can obtain the result immediately that the soft criterion for Gaussian 
mixture mentioned in Chapter 3 is available without any constraints because oflinear 
independence of Gaussian family. 
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4.2 Conditions of Special Hard-cut Criterion 
As shown in Chapter 3，For the data D = {xi G ^^}iLi from Gaussian mixture 
with equal-isotropic variance and equal priori probabilities, we can obtain a special 
hard-cut criterion with cost function Jh{k) given in eq.(3.8), which has been shown 
by the experiments that it can guide the number selection of clusters for A;-means 
algorithm. However, this special criterion has not been theoretically proved yet. In 
the following sections, we will study it in detail. 
4.2.1 Criterion Conditions in Two-Gaussian Case 
In this sub-section, we consider the case that the data D 二 {a^i)ili come from two-
Gaussian mixture. Before consideration of high dimension case, we first consider the 
case that the data D comes from a univariate Gaussian mixture distribution: 
i^(Me*(2)) = |[/l(z|"l,Or2) + /2 (M^,a2) ] (4.19) 
with 
f / 2 � 1 (^ - " l ) 2 ] 
/ 1 ( 如 , 小 ； - [ — ~ ^ ] 
and 
f , 2 � 1 {X - " 2 )2 ] 
f2{x]fi2,cr') = - J ^ exp - ^ 乂 , 
V27Tcr 2<j2 
where 0*(2) = {/i1,/i2, cr^}- The sufficient condition of this special hard-cut criterion 
is as follows: 
Theorem 4.3 Given the N samples {xi]xi G ^}iLi from the Gaussian mixture 
distribution F(a;|0*(2)) = ^[fi{x\fii,a^) + f2{x\fi2.(T^)l if 
J^ ^^  > 2^3 (4.20) 
we have J/^(2) = mm[Jh{k)\k e N, Jh{k) = ^Ins^ + ln k] as N ^ + 0 0 , where rUky is 
the mean of the y," hard-cut density function, and s\ =务 J2f^=i ZlJ=i h{y\xi){xi -
mky)2 is the average variance with the candidate number of clusters being k. 
To make Jh{2) = mm[Jh{k)\k 6 N�Jh{k) = |ln s\ + ln k] holds, the key point is to 
estimate s|, whose value should be the smallest so that the value of Jh{k) is minimum 
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as the input space is separated into k non-overlapped regions {rky]y=i indicated by 
the function 4(y|a;)'s. However, as k > 2，it is very difficult to directly find out the 
minimum one of s^ due to the variation of 4(?/|x)'s, which are determined by the 
free distribution of rukyS. One possible way is to find out some sufficient conditions 
through estimating the lower / upper bounds of s^, which requires very precise 
estimation because the difference between s\ and s\ is not very large especially as 
k = 3. Unfortunately, this is also too hard to find such a bound. 
In the following, we prove Theorem 4.3 with two steps: proof of Jh(l) > Jh(2) 
followed by proof of Jh(k) > Jh(2) as k > 3. We prove Jh{l) > J/^(2) through 
directly finding out the minimum value of s^, while making a link with soft criterion 
to prove Jh {k) > Jh (2) as k > 3 through the results of Theorem 1 [69:. 
Proof: 
We separate the proof procedure into two steps: proof of Jh{^) > Jh{^) followed by 
proof of Jh{k) > J/i(2) as k > 3, where we assume /^ i < fj,2 (similar if fii > /_^ 2). 
(i) prove: Jh{2) < J/,(1) 
As k = 1, we may assume the samples {xi\xi € ^]fLi come from one density function 
defined by: 
" l l (Z) = > i W " i , j 2 ) + /2(a:|A,cr2)] (4.21) 
Let mii is the mean of hu{x)^ and sf is the variance of hu{x). By definition, we 
have 
roo 
Si = / {x — mii)^hii(x)dx 
J — oo 
1 roo poo 
=o[/ (a; - miiffi{x\^i,a^)dx^ / (x - miiYf2{x\iJi2,o^)dx 
^ J —OO J —OO 
1 r 1 /o � 2 / (Z_Vf^l)2i| r ( Z - " 2 ) 2 i i j 
=-sL7^，-'m�{exp[-^^]+exp[-L^]}& 
— 1 r 1 x^fcxp[ ( " 1 l ) 2 l , c::p[ ( Z - " 2 ) 2 ] m , ( " l + " 2 ) 2  
—2 Loo v^a { PL 2— + exPL 2— ^^^^ + 4~~ 
一 例 + 灼 r 1 rfcxp[ ( " l ) 2 ] I c::p[ ( " 2 ) 2 
2 loox/^^ai PL 2— j + exPL 2a^  ]>彻 
- 1 r 1 ^2fcxp[ ( Z _ " l ) 2 ] I c::p[ (^ — "2)2  
一 2 /_oo V^a ^ ^^  2a2 � + exPL 似 ^^^ 
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( " l + " 2 ) 2 ( " l + " 2 ) 2 
2 十 ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ " 
1 r 1 2r 0^11)2， （ Z _ " ) 2 
= 2 L 7 ^ a ' { e x p [ - ^ - ^ ] + e x p [ - 4 ^ ] } ^ . 
- ^ ^ (4.22) 
Since 
£ 7 i r 2 { e x p [ - ^ l ^ + e x p [ - ^ l ! ] } . . = 2 ^ + . ? + "•，(4.23) 
Put eq.(4.23) into eq.(4.22), we get 
,2^,2_^ijH^ (4.24) 
Since 
^ ^ ^ > 2 x / 3 , a — 
from eq.(4.24), we obtain 
• ln sl > i ln ^ 2 + ln 2 (4.25) 
As k = 2, by the symmetry of true distributions fi{x\fj,i,a^) + /2(a^|"2, ^^) at point 
…言购,the Jh{2) can be obtained by truncating the true distributions at point 卯言购， 
/u 
which separates the true distribution into two non-overlapped hard-cut density func-
tions denoted by h21(x) and h22{x) respectively with 
^21(-) = ^ e x p [ - M ] + ^ e x p [ - M ] , w h e r e . G ( , , ^ ] 
h22{x) = ^ e x p [ - ^ ^ ] + ^ e x p [ - M ] , w h e r e 冗 G [ ^ , + c x ) ) 
We denote rri2j and S2j as the mean and variance of h2j{x) respectively, where 
j = 1,2. Hence, by definition we have 
.^ 1+ 2^ 
«21 = / {X - m2i)^h2i{x)dx 
J — 00 
/Ml+M2 




si2 = y^,+^, ix-m22fh22{x)dx 
roo 
= 7 ^ 1 + ^ 2 (冗-爪22)2[/1问"1,0"2) + f2{x\^i2^(J^)]dx (4.27) 
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Due to the symmetry of h{x{jjii,a^) + /2(a;|"2, <T^ ) at point ^^^| ,^ we can obtain 
2 2 
^ 2 i - ^ L , and s\ = $21 + S22 二 4 二 4 (4.28) 
where s^ is the average variance at k = 2. Thus, 
2si - «2 , 2 
� 2 — 2^1 I 2^2 
^ Ml+M2 
r~2~~ 9 foo 
= / {x - m21yh21{x)dx+ / {x - m22fh22{x)dx (4.29) 
J—00 J ^1^^2 2 Since -"1+"2 
m21 = / 2 xh21{x)dx (4.30) 
J—00 
and 
广 + 0 0 
^22 =仏，^ ^ ^ 2 { x ) d x (4.31) 
Through some mathematical calculations, we can obtain 
_ = { . . . ( ^ ) . . , . ( ^ ) - f e x p [ - ^ l l ! ] } (4.32) 
and 
- - = { " 1 少 ( ¥ ) + " 2 例 ¥ ) ^ f e x p [ - ^ ^ ] } (4.33) 
where the function $(a;) is the cumulative probability function of standard normal 
distribution. Hence, we have 
"1 7^  rn.21 and "2 / rri22 (4.34) 
Since we have known that 
广 + 0 0 f+oo 
/ (x - mff(x)dx < / (x - Mff{x)dx (4.35) 
J—00 J—00 
where f{x) is the probability density function of x^ m is the mean of x, and “ = “ 
holds if and only if M = m, with /xi • m21 and /i2 * m22, by substituting "1 for 
m21 and jj,2 for m<n in eq.(4.29), we obtain 
/>^^4^ 广 
2s^ < J {x — fj.i)^h2i{x)dx + 人丄+…{x — jii2)%2(x)dx (4.36) 
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Since 
/ 
^ ( z - " i ) 2 < ( z - " 2 ) 2 , as X G ( - o o , ^ ) (4 
{x - "2)2 < {x — "1)2, as z € ( ^ , +oo), • 
we have 
.^ 1+^2 
/ 2 [{X - i^l)2 - {X - "2)2]/2 0c|/^2, Cr^)dx + 
J —oo 
厂+oo 
L，[(^ — "2)2 — {x - /ii)2]/i(o^|/ii, a^)dx < 0 (4.38) 
By eq.(4.36) and eq.(4.38), we have 
,+oo 广+oo 




s\ < j^2 (4.39) 
According to the results of eq.(4.25) and eq.(4.39), we obtain 
Jh{2) < J,(1) 
(ii) prove: Jh{2) < Jh{k){k > 3) 
When k > 3, the input space of data is separated into k non-overlapped regions with 
( 
1, if X G yth region 
h[y X) = (4.40) 
0, otherwise. 
We denote the mean of the 严 region as rrikj, and denote the average variance as 
s\. We construct a new finite mixture distribution with 
k 
P{x]Q{k)) = Y^ Pk{y)hky{x\y) (4.41) 
y=i 
where 
hky{x\y) = Ik{y\x)^fky{x\mky,sl), 
J^ky 
r 1 2、 1 {^ - ^kyY^ 
fky{x mky,Sj,) = exp[ 2 ], 
V27TSA: ZSk 
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and Rky is the area covered by the curve fky{x]rriky^ sl) under the condition Ik{y\x)= 
1. Hence, it is clear that P(a;|e(A;)) + P(x|0*(2)). 
As shown in paper [70, 69], when N ~> +oo, a particular case of BYY learning 
theory can obtain the function 
J { k ) = ^ E E Pk{y\xi) ln Pu{y\x,) - 1 j 2 E ^ (^^ 1^ -^) 1^  Pki^i\y) 




> 0 (4.42) 
where ‘‘=,，is held only when P(a;|0(A;)) is the population that the data come from, 
i.e., P{x]S{k)) = P{x\S*{2)) in this case, and c is a constant irrelevant to the k and 
the model selections. Since the function g(vi, v2,...，Vk) = - Z)J=i y^ ln Vy with 
0 < g{v1,v2,. ..,”fc) < lnA; 
is continuous under the condition 0 < Vy < 1, J2y=i Vy = 1, and ln k - ln 2 < 
ln k + ^ J2iLi J2l=i P*("|2^i) ln P*{y\xi) < ln k under k > 3, thus we can select 
{Pk{ l ) ,Pk{2 ) , . . . ,Pk{k ) )e5 (4.43) 
where 8 二 { ( ” i , ” 2 , . . . ’ ” f c )|" ( ” i , ” 2 , . . . , ” f c ) < F E ^ i E ^ i P * ( " k ) l n P * ( v | a ; e . ) + 
ln k}, P*{y\xi) is the true posterior probability under true mixture distribution. 
That is, 
k 1 N 2 
- E Pk{y) ln Pk{y) < ln k + - X： Yu P^^y\^i) ln P*(2/W. (4.44) 
y=l i=ly=l 
Furthermore, we let 
Pk{x\y) = hky{x\y). (4.45) 
Hence, with 
P,{ylx)=“知“咖尸“") 
AW ) P{xlS{k)) 
f 
1, if h{y\x) = 1 ‘ � 
= < . (4.46) 
0, otherwise 
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the J[k) in eq.(4.42) becomes 
J {^ ) = ^ E E h { y \ x i ) [ f c i ^ + ln . , + ln V ^ + ln R^y] 




1 N k / _ )2 
< ^ Y1 J2 " ( " I 4 ; J ^ + ln Sk + ln V^ + ln Rky] + ln k + c 
i=l y=l k 
1 2 N 
+ ^Y.Y.P%y\^^)^^P\y\^i) 
y=li=l 
= ^ E E 1左(乂冗0 ln Rky + ^ E £ P*iy\^i) in p* {y\^i) 
i=l y = l y=li=l 
ln Sk + ln k + P (4.47) 
where the constant /9 二 ！ + l n y ^ + c . By the inequality of eq.(4.42), as N ^ +oo 
and P(a^|e(AO) + P(a;|G*(2)), we have 
1 N 2 
J{^) = ^ E F * _ l n P * ( 2 / W + ln2 
i=l y=l 
+ ^ E E P * f a l 4 ( \ ， 2 + in a + ln v ^ ] + c 
z=l y=l 
1 N 2 
- l n o + ln 2 + - ^ ^ P*{y\xi) ln P* {y\x,) + f3 
z=l y=l 
< J{k) (4.48) 
Hence, we have 
1 N k 
ln CT + ln 2 + (3 < ln Sk + ln k + — ^ Y^ Ik{y\xi) ln Rky + (3 (4.49) 
i=l y=l 
As Rky < 1, y = 1 , . . . , k, we have 
1 N k 
j;^J2J2h{ylxi) lnRky<0 (4.50) 
i=l y=l 
From eq.(4.49) and eq.(4.50), we can get 
ln a + ln 2 < ln Sk + ln k (4.51) 
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Since s2 < <^  [given in eq.(4.39)], thus 
ln S2 + ln 2 < ln Sk + ln k (4.52) 
That is, 
Jh{2) < Jh{k) as k > 3 
Q.E.D. 
From the above proof, we can find that, as k > 3, J/^(2) < Jh{k) holds without 
preconditions, and the condition in eq.(4.20) isjust the sufficient condition of J/^(1) > 
J/i(2), which can be further refined by the following corollary: 
Corollary 4.4 There exits a constant rj e (3, 3.05) such that 
e7“l) > J “ 2 ) 
as i ^ ^ ^ > 77. 
To prove Corollary 4.4, we only needs to prove that Jh{l)-Jh{^) < 0 as \^^~^^\ = 3， 
and Jh{l) - J/,(2) > 0 as ^^^^^ > 3.05. The details are as follows: 
Proof: 
As by eq.(4.26) and eq.(4.28), we can get 
8 � = * / _ f V _ ) 2 { e x P [ - ^ r t + e x P [ - ^ ^ " z 
- [ 一 + ("1 - m , , m ^ ^ ) + [,2 + ("2 - m , , m ^ ^ ) 
- ^ ( 一 … ) — — ^ ^ ] 
— ^ ( 4 购 1 - 如 2 - Ml) exp[-("2 8:2"i)2] (4.53) 
Through some calculation, we obtain 
9 9 9rV^ _1^  i/?^” V^ 幻2 i , V \ i , � 
s\ = cr^  + a^[^e s + t ; $ ( ) ] [ ^ ; _ ^ e - ^ - u $ ( - ) ] (4.54) yTT z y7T Z 
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where v =〜时• Now we consider the function 
U = 12 + 1 6 [ ^ e " X + v^{-)][v - ^ e " ^ — ” $ ( & ] (4.55) 
V^ 2 y7T 2 
Take its first derivative with respect to v, we obtain 
^ _ r \ / 2 _ ^ ” ” 
^ = 16[;;^e 8 + . $ ( - ) ] [ ! - $ ( - ) ] 
+ — ( > - 昏 - 4 - ” $ ( | ) ] 
= 1 6 { 2 ” [ 1 - $ (^) ]$(^) + [1 - 2 $ ( ^ ) ] ^ e - ^ } (4.56) 
Since 
d^U . . , _ � 1 1 —H^iA,”�I \/^ri 1 _ ^ . - Z 
^ = 1 6 { 2 ” [ l - ^ e 8 ] $ ( # + ^ [ l - ; e 3]e « 
+ 2[1 — ^ C - ) m ' - ) + ^ e - ^ ] - ^ [ 1 — 2 $ ( Y ) ] e - # } 
L � 2川 2^^  2 ^ ^ �4 0 F L � 2 � ^ 
= 1 6 { 2 $ ( ^ ) [ 1 - $(^)] + [2 - ^ e - ^ ] ^ $ ( ^ ) 
£ i � V ^ V 1 .2 , � 
+ e" 8 — + ^ ^ ^ — —e—T } 4.57) 
V ^ 2V27T 7T JJ ^ ) 
and for V?; > 0, we have 
1 - $ ( 臺 ） > 0, 
1 .2 
2 - - = e " T - > 0 
V ^ 
and 
V^ ？; 1 .2 
~ ^ + ~ ^ - — e - 7 > 0 (4.58) 
A 2 v ^ 7T ^ ) 
thus, we get 
d^U 八 
^>' 
That is, the function 怒 is a mono-increasing function. As 
$ ( 2 ) 二 1 6 { 4 [ l - $ W ] $ W + ^ [ l - 2 $ W ] } 
> 0 (4.59) 
we have 
^ ( c ) > 0 as c > 2 dv K , — 
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We further let 
T = v^ - U - 12 (4.60) 
Hence, as 2 < v < 2^3 we have 
^ — 2v -— 
dv dv 
> 4 - f ^ ( 2 x / 3 ) 
dv 
> 4 - 0 . 1 2 
> 0 (4.61) 
The function T is also a mono-increasing function. Let v = 3 and 3.05 respectively, 
we find that 
J^(3) < 0 and J^(3.05) > 0 (4.62) 
Hence, there must exist a value r) with rj G (3, 3.05) such that 
J^{v) 二 0 and T(v) > 0 as v > 77 (4.63) 
Since 
• [J"W — J"(2)] = J^  (4.64) 
where ” = ^^2_^. By the result of eq.(4.63), as ^ ^ ^ > 77 with 77 G (3,3.05), we 
have 
Jh(Vj > J/^(2) (4.65) 
Q.E.D. 
From Corollary 4.4, we know that this hard-cut criterion can succeed to find out 
the correct number of clusters as long as 丨“‘：“丄丨 > 7y, where 77 G (3,3.05). That is, 
the overlapping area of two Gaussian distributions is not larger than 0.127, which 
is about the shading area in Figure 4.1. 
Ifthe data {a;i}^i come from multivariate Gaussian distributions with dimension 
d > 2，we have the following results. 
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Figure 4.1: The mixture distribution of two Gaussians iV(l, 1) and 7V(4,1), where 
the shading area is about to 0.127. 
Theorem 4.5 Given the N samples {xi]xi € ^^}jIi from the Gaussian mixture 
distribution F(a;|e*(2)) = \[h{A^u(^^I)+f2{x\iJi2.a^I)l if 
ll"i ; f " ' > M ^ - l ) (4.66) 
we have Jh{2) = mm[Jh{k)]Jh(k) = |ln s^ + ln k, k G Z+] as N ^ + 0 0 , where s\ is 
the average variance under k. 
Proof: 
Like to prove Theorem 4.3, we also separate the proof procedure into the following 
two steps: 
(i) prove: Jh{2) < J/,(1) 
As k = 1, we have 
1 N 
斷 = j ^ Y ^ z i 
i=l 
1 N 
?^ = ^ E l l ^ ^ - ^ i i l l ' (4.67) 
i=l 
As k = 2, the input space is separated into two regions r21 and r22 at point “卞？ 
2t 
along the direction of vector u with u^{fi2 _ Mi) = 0. We assume there are ni of N 
samples in region r21, and the remaining n] samples in region r22. For easy notation, 
i 
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we can let 
f r21, if 1 < i < 7ii ^ . ^ / ~" ~" 
‘ r22, if 7ii + 1 < i < N \ 
Hence, 
f 
1, if X{ G r2v 




^2y 二 -^h{y]Xi)Xi 
^y i=i 
1 2 N 
s\ 二 ^ E E ^ ( 2 / l ^ ^ - ) l k i - ^ 2 y | | ' (4.69) 
y=l i=l 
where y = 1, 2, rri2y is the mean of samples in region r2y. Since 
ni m 
Y^ \\xi - mii|p = ^ \\xi - m21 - (mii - m21)||^ 
«=i i=i 
n\ 




E \\xi - mii|p = ^ \\xi - m22 - {mii - m22)|P 
t=ni+l i=m+l 
N 
= 5^ \\xi - m22|P + ni\\mn - m22W^ (4.71) 
i=m+i 
thus, by eq.(4.67), eq.(4.70) and eq.(4.71), we have 
1 ni N 
4 = ^ d k i - ^ i i | | ^ + Y1 lki - rnnf) 
i=l i=ni +1 
1 ni N 
=^(X]lki-m21ip+ J2 lk i -^22|p 
i=l i=ni+1 
+ 7 l^|| l^l — m2i|P + n2||m11 - m22|P) 
1 2 N 
=I[(X!5Zl("|zi)llA — ^2y|p) + {ni\\mn - m21|p + n2||mn - m22||2): 
y=l i=l 
= 4 + ^ ( ^ i | | ^ i i - r n 2 1 f + n2||m11 一 m22||2) (4.72) 
i 
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T h a t i s , 
fl = 1 ni\\mii 一 m2i||2 + n2||mn - m22|P 
4 - ^ 
= 1 + M 1 ^ 2 ( 4 . 7 3 ) 
d[ni + n2)s^ 
where g = ni||mn — m21||^  + n2||mn - m22||^ . As mn — «21^21 + «22^22 with 
^ 2 y = ; r ^ ， y = 1 , 2 , w e h a v e 
9 = ^l||^22^22 - Ce22^2i||^ + ?^2||<^21^21 " Ce2i^22|P 
=^lO^22ll^22 - m2i|p + n2a21||m2i 一 m22|P 
= { n 1 a l 2 + ^ 2 < ^ 2 l ) l l ^ 2 1 - m 2 2 | p ( 4 . 7 4 ) 
P u t t h e r e s u l t o f e q . ( 4 . 7 4 ) i n t o e q . ( 4 . 7 3 ) , w e o b t a i n 
4 = 1 + {nio^22 + ^2Q^21)II^ 21 - rn22W^ 
S2 d{rii + n2)s2 
= 1 + (<^ 21Q^ 22 + Q^ 22<^ 21)l|y^ 21 - y^ 22||2  
— ds\ 
Ot2lOl22\\m2l - m22|p , j ” h 
= 1 + ^ (4"5) 
H e n c e , a s N ^ + o o , w e h a v e 
<^21 = Oi22 — ^ , a n d 
i = 1 + ¾ ^ (4.76) 
S i n c e w e c a n p r o v e t h a t s^ < a ^ a n d ||m21 - m 2 2 | P > ||y^i - //2|P, b y t h e c o n d i t i o n 
^ ^ 2 M ^ - 1 ) , ( 4 . 7 7 ) 
w e h a v e 
1 + ^ ^ 一 （4.78) 
T h u s b y e q . ( 4 . 7 6 ) a n d e q . ( 4 . 7 8 ) w e h a v e 
§ > 狀 (4.79) 
2^ 
T h a t is , 
2^ 
ln 4 > ln 狀 ( 4 . 8 0 ) 
2^ 
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A s a result, we have 
j 4 i ) > J/^(2) (4 .81) 
(ii) prove: Jh(2) < Jh(k)(k > 3) 
This proof procedure is the same as that in proof of Theorem 4.3. In summary, we 
let 
hky(3^ly) = h ( y l x ) ^ f k y ( x l m k y , s l l ) (4.82) 
J^ky 
with 
Mmy,4i) 二 _ ^ ^ e x p [ - ^ ^ - " ^ f i ^ - " ^ ^ ) ] (4.83) 
V W - f 2 � 
B y the result of eq.(4.42), eq.(4.43), eq.(4.44), eq.(4.45) and eq.(4.46), we have 
• = 去 E E h { y M i ^ ' ^ - � � � t - “ � + . 4 + ln 研 + ln ^ , ] 
z=l y=l k 
1 ^ 
-j^J2Pk{y)\nPk{y) + c 
y=i 
< ^ E E 1左(~冗0 ln Rky + ^ J2 E P*iy\^^) ln P^{y\^^) 
i=l y=l i=l y=l 
+ d\n Sk+lnk + |3 (4.84) 
where /9 = f + f ln(27r) + c, Since 
1 N 2 
J^(2) = ^nna + ln2+yX]fP*(2 /|a;z - ) lnP*(ya^^ + /? 
i=l y=l 
< J{k) (4.85) 
Hence, we have 
1 N k 
tHn (T + ln 2 + /? < d\n Sk + ln k + — ^ ^ Ik{y\xi) ln Rky + (3 (4.86) 
i=l y=l 
B y the result of eq.(4.50), we have 
d ln ¢7 + ln 2 < d ln Sk + ln k (4.87) 
Since s2 < <r, thus 
d\n S2 + ln2 < d\n Sk+lnk (4.88) 
T h a t is, 
Jh{2) < Jh{k) as k > 3 
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Q.E.D. 
4.2.2 Criterion Conditions in A:*-Gaussian Case 
If the data come from the mixture of k* Gaussians with k* • 2, further studies are 
still required to explore the conditions of Jh(k*) < Jh(k) with k < k*. Currently, 
we only have the following results: 
Theorem 4.6 If the data set D - {xi\xi G ^ ” i I i come from the A:*-Gaussian 
mixture: 
P (^ ie* ( r ) ) = l ^ / ( ^ K , a 2 / ) , 
y=i 
as N — +oo, we have 
Mk*) < Jh{k) with k > k* 
where 0*(A;*) = {fiy, E = a^/ jJl i , d is the dimension of x, and I is a d x d identity 
matrix. 
Proof: 
For each candidate cluster number k, as like eq.{4.44), we can obtain: 
k _j N k* 
- ^ Pk{y) ln Pk(y) < ln k + - [ [ P*(y|a;,) ln P*(y|o;,). (4.89) 
y=l i=l y=l 
By setting up hky{x\y) with y = 1, 2 , . . . , k as like shown in eq.(4.82) and eq.(4.83), 
we can also get 
1 N k k* N 
J{k) < i : E I ] l d 2 / | z d l n i ^ b + i^^P*(2/|A)lni^*(2/|z, . ) 
i=l y=l y=l i=l 
d\n Sk+lnk + p. (4.90) 
As 
. N k* 
J{kl = d\n a + ln F + - J]； ^ P*{y]x,) ln P*{y\x,) + P 
i=l y=l 
< J{k) (4.91) 
Hence, we have 
1 N k 
dln 0- + ln k* + /3 < dln Sk + ln k + — ^ ^ Ik{y\xi) ln Rky + (3 (4.92) 
i==l y=l 
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Since 
1 N k 
j ^ Y . Y . h { y \ x i ) \ n R k y < ^ (4.93) 
t = l y=l 
From eq.(4.92) and eq.(4.93), we can get 
d\na + \n k* < d\n Sk + lnk (4.94) 
Since at k = k*, we separated the input space into k* non-overlapped regions 
{ n f c � } � : i by 
• 
1, if \\mk*y - x\\ = mini<j<y \\mk*j — x\\ 
h*[y X) = — — (4.95) 
0, otherwise 
、 
For each region rk*y, we know that its variance in each dimension must be smaller 
than ¢7, thereby obtaining Sk* < cr. As a result, from eq.(4.94), we can obtain 
d ln Sk* + ln k* < d ln Sk + ln k (4.96) 
That is, 
Jh{k*) < Jh{k) as k > k* 
Q.E.D. 
4.3 Experimental Results 
4.3.1 Purpose and Data Sets 
The purpose of our experiments is to justify the theoretical results in sub-section 
4.2.1 and sub-section 4.2.2 respectively. The experiments consist of two parts: Part 
1 and Part 2. 
In Part 1 
We justify Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.5 respectively, in each of which we consider 
two cases: 
1. For Corollary 4.4, the two-Gaussian mixture distribution satisfies 
(a) Case 1: 1^^^^ = 3; 
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(b) Case 2: i ^ ^ ^ = 3.05. 
2. For Theorem 4.5, the two-Gaussian mixture distribution satisfies 
(a) Case 3:丨丨〜，旧=4c/(^ — 1)，where d = 2; 
(b) Case 4 : " 〜 尸 “ ? > 4 ^ ( ^ —工）. 
In this part, we use four sets of data {Dy = {xyi]^^i)y^i with respect to four cases. 
Table 4.1 lists the Gaussian mixture distribution the data come from. 
Table 4.1: The Gaussian mixture distribution that experimental data in Part 1 come 
from. 
Data Sets Gaussian Mixture Distribution* 
Di ^[/1(1,0.36) + /2(2.8,0.36)] 
D 2 ^]/i(l,0.36) + /2(2.83,0 36)] 
Ds~~~ i [ / i ( [ l , 1P , 3.125/2x2) + /2([4, 5 [ , 3.12572；^ 
D4 M/1([l,l]V2x2)+/2([4,5]V2x2)n;i;;] 
* where the functions of / i ( . ) and /2(.) are Gaussian distributions, T is the transpose 
of a matrix, and /2x2 is a 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
In Part 2 
We justify the correctness of Theorem 4.6 through three cases: 
Case I. we consider k* — 1. That is, the data from one Gaussian distribu-
tion; 
Case II & III. we set k* = 4, where the data of Case II come from a mixture 
of four 2-dimensional Gaussians whereas those of Case III from 
four 3-dimensional Gaussians. Considering the overlapping degree 
of the Gaussians, we have four sub-cases in Case II and Case III 
respectively: 
Sub-case II.1 & III.1 The overlapping degrees of four Gaus-
sians are very high each other; 
Sub-case 7/.2 & /7 / .2 The overlapping degrees of three Gaus-
sians are very high, which are all sepa-
rated well from the remaining Gaussian; 
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Sub-case II.3 & III.S Four Gaussians form two well-separated 
groups, in each of which the Gaussians 
are overlapped significantly; 
Sub-case IIA & IIIA Four Gaussians are all separated well. 
In Case I, we use 200 samples. In Case II and Case III, we use 800 samples for 
each sub-case. All the samples are from a certain Gaussian mixture distribution, 
whose parameters are listed in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: The Gaussian mixture distribution that experimental data in Part 2 come 
from. 
Cases Gaussian Mixture Distribution* 
I / ( [ L O l . O f , O . 2 / 2 x 2 ) 
" 1 i | / i f [ 1 . 0 ,L0 f , 0 . 2 /2x2 ) + / 2 ( [ l . O : l . 5 f , O . 2 / 2 x 2 ) + l 
_ “ 4 j /3 ( [1 .5 ,1 .5 f，0 .2 /2x2 ) + / 4Ml .5 , l . 0 f , 0 .2 /2x2 j 
" 2 l i / i U l - 0 , 1 . 0 f , 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 j + / 2 M l . O , l . 5 f , O . 2 / 2 x 2 j + j 
_ . M / 3 ( [ 1 . 5 , 1 . 5 f , 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 j + / 4 ( [ 4 . 0 , 4 . 0 f , 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 j j 
j , 3 1| /1Ml .O ,LOf ,O .2 /2x2 j + / 2 m . O , l . 5 f , O . 2 / 2 x 2 j + j 
_ _ ‘ 4 I ,3 ([4.0, l.of , 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 ) + /4 ([4.0, l.5f , 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 ) J 
" 4 i | /J [ l .O, l .Of ,O .2 /2x2j + / 2 ( [ 1 . 0 , 4 . 0 f , 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 ) + j 
. 4 j / 3 ( [ 4 . 0 , i . 0 f 0 . 2 / 2 x 2 ) + /4( [4 .0 ,4 .0f ,0 .2 /2x2) 
/ / / 1 i | / i ( | l - 0 ^ - 0 . 1 - 0 f p - 2 / 3 x 3 ) + /2 ( [ l . O , l . 5 , l . 2 f , O . 2 / 3 x 3 j + j 
‘ ^ [ /3 ( " l .5 ,1 .5 ,1 .5r ' ,0.2/3x3) + /4( [ l .5 , l .O, l .Qf ,O.2/3x3j I 
" / 2 1 ) / i f l .O,1.0,l.Or ,0.2/3x3) + /2 f [1 .0 ,1 .5 ,1 .2 f ,0 .2 /3x3i+ j 
• ^ 1 /3f l.5,l.5,l.5f ,0.2/3x3) + /4 M4.0,4.0,2.5f,0.2/3x3) J 
" / 3 i l / i ( l .O , 1 .0 , l .Of ,O.2/3x3j + / 2 f [ 1 . 0 , 1 . 5 , 1 . 2 f , 0 . 2 / 3 x 3 i + j 
. ' I f3( 4.O,LO,2.Of' ,0.2/3x3) + /4([4.Q,l.5,2.0f,0.2/3x3j J 
/ / 4 i | / i ( l - 0 , 1 .0 ,1 .0 ]^ ,0.2/3x3) + /2([4.0，1.0，2.0f ,0.2/3x3)+j 
_ ‘ ^ /3 ( 4.0,4.0,1 .5]^ ,0-2/3x3) + /4 ( [ l . 0 , 4 . 0 , 2 . 0 f , 0 . 2 / 3 x 3 ) J 
* where the functions fy(-) with y 二 1 , . . . , 4 are Gaussian distributions, T is the 
transpose of a matrix, and /3x3 is a 3 X 3 identity matrix. 
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4.3.2 Experimental Results 
We set the range of candidate cluster number k from 1 to 8 in the experiments of 
Part 1, and set k from k* to 8 in the experiments of Part 2. For each value of k, we 
use the hard-cut EM algorithm mentioned in Section 3.2 and eq.(3.8) to calculate 
the Jh{k) value. 
Results of Part 1 
Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the results of Case 1 and Case 2 respectively. In 
Figure 4.2(c), we found that J/,(2) < Jh{k) as k > 3, but J/,(1) = 0.08356 < 
J/i(2) = 0.08445. That is, the criterion with the function in eq.(3.8) cannot work 
as i t i ^ = 3. In Figure 4.3(c), we found that, as ^^^^^ 二 3.05, the criterion can 
succeed to select out the correct number of clusters with 7/^(2) = mm[Jh{k)\k > 1]. 
The results of Case 3 and Case 4 are shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 respec-
tively, where we found the criterion can work well under \\^ ~^^ \^\^  = 4 d { ^ - 1) as 
well as " � r "2 > 4 d { ^ - 1). 
Results of Part 2 
Figure 4.6 shows the result of Case /，where the value of Jh{k) is minimum at k = 1， 
which is the exact number of Gaussian the data come from. Figure 4.7 — Figure 
4.10 show the results of four sub-cases in Case II whereas Figure 4.11 一 Figure 4.14 
show the results of four sub-cases in Case III, where we can find that Jh{k*) < Jh{k) 
holds in all cases we have tried so far as long as the candidate cluster number k is 
larger than k*. 
4.4 Discussion 
In the previous sections, we have studied the condition of the number selection 
criterion in general cases as well as in the special case. For general cases, as shown in 
Theorem 4.2, the criterion [66, 70, 69] can select the right number of components in a 
finite density mixture problem as long as the densities are from a linear-independent 
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Figure 4.2: The results of Case 1 in Part 1, (a) the histogram of Di； (b) the values 
of s^; (c) the corresponding values of Jh{k). 
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Figure 4.3: The results of Case 2 in Part 1，（a) the histogram of 7¾ (b) the values 
of s\\ (c) the corresponding values of Jh{k). 
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Figure 4.4: The results of Case 3 in Part 1, (a) the distribution of D3； (b) the values 
of s^; (c) the corresponding values of Jh(k). 
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Figure 4.5: The results of Case 4 in Part 1, (a) the distribution of LU; (b) the values 
of s|; (c) the corresponding values of Jh(k). 
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Figure 4.6: The results of Case I in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) the 
values of Jh(k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.7: The results of Case II.1 in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh[k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.8: The results of Case II.2 in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh{k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.9: The results of Case / / . 3 in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; {b) 
the values of Jh{k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.10: The results of Case IIA in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh{k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.11: The results of Case III.1 in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh{k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.12: The results of Case 7 / / .2 in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh{k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.13: The results of Case III.3 in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh(k) between k* and 8. 
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Figure 4.14: The results of Case IIIA in Part 2, (a) the distribution of data set; (b) 
the values of Jh(k) between k* and 8. 
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density family such as Gaussian family, which is also experimentally demonstrated 
in Chapter 3. For the special case of hard-cut criterion, we have given out the 
conditions ofcriterion validity at two-Gaussian mixture. As for A;*-Gaussian mixture, 
we currently only know that Jh{k*) < Jh{k) is held unconditionally as k > k*. If 
k < k*, we are meeting a knotty problem — how to estimate the value of variance 
s\ as k / k*. Since the difference between s| and s�* is not very large, especially as 
k = k* - 1，we need to find out the lower bound of s| precisely, which is too difficult 
to obtain it for the time being. 
Furthermore, we have noticed two things through the experiments. One thing 
is that the drop of s\ curve is always the largest from sf to s\ as shown in Figure 
4.2(b), Figure 4.3(b), Figure 4.4(b) and Figure 4.5(b). This implies that we can use 
another cost function j\{k) for the number selection criterion with 
4 ( ^ ) = 4 - 4 - i , ^ > 2 , (4.97) 
As a result, Figure 4.2(c), Figure 4.3(c), Figure 4.4(c) and Figure 4.5(c) becomes 
Figure 4.15(a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively, where we found the function j\{k) is 
minimum at right number of clusters in the above four cases. That is, the hard-cut 
criterion associated with cost function j\{k) can succeed to find out the appropriate 
number of clusters under more relaxed condition compared to that with cost function 
Jh{k) in eq.(3.8), although its valid condition still needs to be explored. 
The other thing is that we need to determine the range of candidate cluster 
number k in the specific implementation. Although we have known the cost function 
J{k) of criterion is global minimum at the right number k* of densities, we do not 
know where the k* is in advance. One practical way is first to estimate a range of 
candidate cluster number, which is often set large enough to avoid the k* outside 
the range, then for each k in the range, we calculate J{k) function by using EM 
algorithm [66, 70]. This often leads to a large quantity of computing costs needed 
especially as soft EM algorithm is used. In Appendix A we have proposed a heuristic 
algorithm, which can save considerable computing costs in calculating the value of 
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J{k) by selecting some reasonable k,s from the underlying range instead of all k's, 
but it requires the data from a finite density mixture with same prior probabilities 
and equal-and-isotropic variance. For general case, further study is still required. 
Chapter 5 
Application of Number 
Selection Criterion to Data 
Classification 
In this chapter, we present applications of the number selection criterion on unsu-
pervised and supervised data classification to show how the criterion can improve 
the performance of existing approaches in the classification problem. 
5.1 Unsupervised Classification 
Given a set of unlabeled samples which are from several classes, the task of unsu-
pervised classification is to label the samples such that the samples from the same 
class form a cluster, in which the samples have the same label. This task is usually 
more difficult than supervised classification due to two reasons: 
1. training samples with known labels are not provided; 
2. the number of classes is unknown in advance. 
Often, the unsupervised classification problem is one major target of many existing 
clustering approaches such as Forgy's A;-means and RPCL algorithms described in 
Chapter 2. In the papers [79, 80], experiments have shown that RPCL can automat-
ically select the number of clusters by driving extra seed points far away from the 
80 
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input space as long as the number of seed points is larger than the actual number 
of clusters. That is, the performance of RPCL is insensitive to the selection of the 
number of clusters, but the A:-means is. Hence, for comparison, here we consider 
three algorithms: A^means algorithm, A^means algorithm plus the number selection 
criterion and RPCL algorithm. 
The task is carried out in two steps. First, we give a set of seed points {mky]y=i, 
which are trained by one of the three algorithms mentioned above. Second, each of 
trained seed points is used as the center of each candidate cluster. We assign a label 
for each sample X{ by 
if j = argminy\\xi - mky\\^, then the label of X{ is j. (5.1) 
As a result, all the samples with the same label form a cluster, and the number of 
labels is just the number of clusters. 
5.1.1 Experiments 
In the experiments, we use a data set as shown in Figure 5.1, where there are four 
clusters, and each cluster has 200 samples from four Gaussian distributions with 
mean (1, 0), (1, 2), (3, 0), (3, 2) and the same covariance matrix 0.2/. 
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Figure 5.1: The data set used in the experiments. Each of four clusters has 200 
samples from four Gaussian distributions with the same variance and priori proba-
bilities. 
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We set the candidate cluster number k from 1 to 8 as the number selection 
criterion is associated with A;-means algorithm, and fix the number of seed points at 
6 in both A;-means and RPCL algorithms, where we set the learning rates ac = 0.1 
and Oir = 0.01 respectively. 
Figure 5.2 shows the positions of trained seed points marked by V , where we 
found not only the number selection criterion can successfully give out the right 
number of classes, but also the RPCL algorithm can drive two extra seed points 
far away from the data set, which confirms again the results in [79, 80]. Figure 5.3 
shows the computing costs of three algorithms, where we found the number selection 
criterion require to consume some extra computing costs. Table 5.1 — Table 5.3 
list their confusion matrixes respectively, in which we found both A^means plus the 
number selection criterion and RPCL algorithms have the recognition rates with 
(195 + 199 + 197 + 189)/800 = 97.5% and (196 + 198 + 196 + 186)/800 = 97% 
respectively, while A;-means with recognition rate: (181 + 198 + 113 + 148)/800 = 
80%. That is, with sacrificing computing costs a little the number selection criterion 
can improve the performance of A^means algorithm significantly by selecting an 
appropriate cluster number, whose results are also consistent to that obtained by 
RPCL algorithm. 
Table 5.1: The confusion matrix obtained by A;-means algorithm. 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 
Class 1 — 19 0 181 0 0 0 
Class 2 — 0 — 198 1 0 0 1 
Class 3 72 — 0 0 113 l5 0 
Class 4 — 0 “ 5 “ 0 0 47 M8 
5.2 Supervised Classification 
As like unsupervised classification, the task of supervised classification is also to 
label every samples such that those in the same class have the same label. However, 
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Figure 5.2: The positions of seed points marked by，*' are trained respectively 
by (a) A;-means algorithm; (b) A;-means plus number selection criterion; (c) RPCL 
algorithm. 
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Figure 5.3: The computing costs of A;-means, A:-means plus number selection criterion 
and RPCL algorithms measured by the flops in MATLAB package. 
Table 5.2: The confusion matrix obtained by A:-means plus number selection criterion 
algorithm. 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 ] 
Class 1 — 5 — 0 l95 0 
Class 2 0 — 199 1 0 
Class 3 — 197 0 2 1 
.Class 4 7 4 0 IS9 
Table 5.3: The confusion matrix obtained by RPCL algorithm. 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 Cluster 6 
Class 1 0 — 0 196 4 0 0 
Class 2 — 0 — 198 2 0 0 0 
Class 3 — 0 — 0 4 196 0 0 
Class 4 0 5 0 9 — 0 — 186 
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in the supervised classification, we have two data sets: training set and testing set. 
In the training set, we know not only every sample but also its associated label, 
whereas we only know the samples in the testing set. Generally, after trained in 
the training set, a classification model can carry out the classification task for those 
samples in the testing set. Here we focus on RBF networks for data classification 
due to its good performance and fast training [46, 54, 50 . 
5.2.1 R B F Network 
A Radial Basis Function (RBF) network is a two-layer network as shown in Figure 
5.4, which can be summarized by the following general form [46, 49]: 
/ X y]v-l ^ivOi(t) 
out,{t) = 二 二 ： 1 < i , P < k (5.2) 
l^j=lOj[t) 
with 
Oj{t) = 0 [ (XW — m^)Tq- i (X(0 — rrij)l 义⑴ = [ a ^ u , ^ , . . . , ^ f (5.3) 
where X{t) is the input pattern at time t, Oj {t) and outp{t) are the outputs of the 产 
hidden unit and 产 output unit respectively, Wjp is the weight connecting between 
the 严 hidden unit and the p^ ^ output unit, <^ (-) is a pre-specified basis function 
satisfying certain weak conditions, which is commonly selected as Gaussian function 
4>{x) 二 e~^, rrij and S j are the center vector and receptive field of the 产 hidden 
unit respectively. 
As suggested by Moody and Darken [46], all the parameters in eq.(5.2) are 
learned in two separated steps: 
1. Determining the parameters in the hidden layer. The center vector rrij's are 
determined only based on the input samples Dx — { ^ ( 0 ) t l i via A;-means 
algorithm. That is, the cluster centers are used as ruj, j — 1,...，k with the k 
heuristically determined, while the receptive field Sj is estimated by 
^i = ^_^X{t)edusterj{^{t) - ^ j ) ( X ( 0 — rnj)T (5.4) 
where Nj is the number of input patterns assigned to cluster j. 
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Figure 5.4: The general structure of RBF network. 
2. Determining the parameters Wjp in the output layer. After the parameters of 
hidden layer are settled, for each input pattern X(i ) , we calculate the value of 
outp{t) by eq.(5.2), which is used to iteratively learn Wjp by 
严— ^ . o l d I Kft) - OUtj,{t)]Oj{t) 
^JP - ^JP 十 7 pk “、 （〜… 
z2j=i Oj{t) 
where Yp{t) is a target value at the p," output unit corresponding to the input 
pattern X{t), and 7 is a learning rate. 
As A;-means algorithm work well only when the hidden unit number k is appro-
priately selected, the performance of RBF network depends on the selection of k. In 
the sequel, we will show through experiments how the number selection criterion as 
well as RPCL algorithm improves the recognition performance of RBF network. 
5.2.2 Experiments 
Two data sets are used in the experiments. One is training set as shown in Figure 5.5, 
where four clusters are generated in the same way as those in Figure 5.1 with each 
cluster having 200 samples. However, here two clusters form a class. Specifically, the 
two clusters centered at (1, 0), (3, 2) form class 1, while those centered at (1, 2), (3, 0) 
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form class 2. The other set is testing set which is also generated from the same four 
Gaussian distributions of Figure 5.5 except for different random sampling. Again, 
each cluster has 200 samples, and thus each class has 400 samples. 
As like in the unsupervised classification, we set the candidate cluster number k 
from 1 to 8 when the number selection criterion is associated with A -^means algorithm, 
and fix the number of seed points at 6 in both A;-means and RPCL algorithms, where 
we also set the learning rates a �二 0.1 and o^ = 0.01 respectively. 
Table 5.4 — Table 5.6 list their confusion matrixes respectively, in which we 
noticed that RBF nets learned by A;-means plus the number selection criterion and 
RPCL algorithms both have the same recognition rates with 99% in training and 
98.9% in testing, whereas RBF by A;-means has 98.3% in training and 98% in testing. 
Again, it is shown that the number selection criterion can improve the performance 
of RBF net moderately although more computing costs are used as shown in Figure 
5.6. 
3.5 j 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1  
3 - • • • • c lass? • • class1 - -
• * • • • * . • • • ^ • • • • « 
o c • » : * * • * • % '• • •• • • 
^ . o - • . • • • •• • • • • • • . • - • -
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Figure 5.5: The training set of RBF network, which is generated in the same way 
as those in Figure 5.1, with two clusters centered at (1,0), (3,2) forming class 1, 
whereas those centered at (1,2), (3,0) forming class 2. 
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Figure 5.6: The training costs of RBF nets learned by A;-means, A;-means plus number 
selection criterion and RPCL algorithms respectively. 
Table 5.4: The confusion matrix obtained by RBF with A -^means algorithm. 
Training Set Testing Set 
class 1 class 2 class 1 class 2 
Class 1 — 389 3 — ^ ^ 5 
Class 2 11 “ 397 11 395 ‘ 
Table 5.5: The confusion matrix obtained by RBF with A;-means plus number selec-
tion criterion algorithm. 
Training Set Testing Set 
class 1 class 2 class 1 class 2 
Class 1 399 7 一 396 5 
Class 2 1 - 393 4 395~~ 
Table 5.6: The confusion matrix obtained by RBF with RPCL algorithm. 
Training Set Testing Set 
class 1 class 2 class 1 class 2 
Class r 400 “ 8 396~~ 5 
Class 2 0 392 4 395 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusion 
We have presented an alternative equivalent condition for Theorem 1 [69], which 
shows that the criterion based on Bayesian YING-YANG Machine learning theory 
is applicable to determine the number of clusters (components) in a mixture problem 
without any constraints except that the finite mixture P(x|6*(A:*)) comes from a 
linear-independent density family. The main advantage of this alternative condition 
is that it is easier to be examined as given a specific problem. For example, we can 
obtain the result immediately that this new criterion is suitable for Gaussian family 
due to its linear independence. 
With mathematical proof, we have also given the conditions of the special hard-
cut criterion, under which the criterion can select the right cluster number for k-
means algorithm when data come from a mixture distribution of two isotropic-
variance Gaussians with the same priori probabilities, which is also justified by the 
experiments. When data come from A;*-Gaussian mixture instead of two Gaussians, 
we have known that the criterion holds unconditionally for the trivial case of k* = 
1. As for k* > 3, for the time being, we only know that Jh{k*) < Jh{k) holds 
without pre-conditions as k* < k. To explore the condition of Jh{k*) < Jh{k) as 
k < k*, further studies are still required. Nevertheless, through experiments we have 
noticed that the hard-cut criterion will be invalid only when the overlapping area 
among clusters are very large. Hence, if the clusters are well-separated or overlapped 
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moderately, in practice we can still use hard-cut criterion instead of soft criterion, 
which can make computing costs significantly dropped. 
We have applied the number selection criterion to unsupervised and supervised 
data classification. Experimental results have shown that the criterion can improve 
the performance of A;-means algorithm considerably by selecting an appropriate clus-
ter number. However, we also noticed that the criterion implementation requires 
extra computing costs, which are often a lot in practice especially using soft EM 
algorithm. In the experiments, we also demonstrate the performance of RPCL al-
gorithm on data classification, we found again that as long as the candidate cluster 
number k is initialized larger than k*, RPCL can automatically select the number of 
clusters by driving extra seed points far away from the data set. Hence, its results 
are consistent to that obtained by number selection criterion, but RPCL algorithm 
needs less computing costs. In practice, RPCL algorithm is a much useful heuristic 
clustering approach although we have not got any theory to support it yet. 
6.2 Future Work 
The future work consists of four aspects: 
1. Experiments have shown that the general hard-cut criterion can select the 
right number of clusters successfully as like soft criterion with much faster 
implementation. However, currently we only obtain some theoretical results 
from its special case with the data from two-Gaussian mixture. For more 
general cases, further study is still required. 
2. All the criterion conditions we have obtained, strictly speaking, is held only 
when the number of sample tends to infinitive. Unfortunately, in practice, 
we often meet the situation that the sample number is finite. Hence, it is 
necessary to find out the condition of the criterion in the finite number of 
samples especially in small cases. 
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3. In the experiments, we have noticed that the implementation of number crite-
rion requires to calculate the cost function for each candidate cluster number 
k, which needs a large quantity of computing costs. To reduce costs, one fea-
sible way is to select some reasonable k's from the range of cluster number we 
consider. In this thesis, we have proposed an algorithm to do that as shown 
in Appendix A. However, this algorithm is only suitable for those data from 
a mixture density mixture with the same priori probabilities and equal-and-
isotropic variance. For general cases, further studies are still required. 
4. By the results of Theorem 1 [69] and Theorem 4.2, we have known the number 
selection criterion is available for a large set of density mixture problems as 
long as the densities are from linear-independent family. However, here we 
only consider the examples on Gaussian cases due to its easy implementation. 
Maybe more general cases should be studied in the future. 
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Appendix A 
A Number Detection Approach 
for Equal-and-Isotropic 
Variance Clusters 
A.1 Number Detection Approach 
As the J{k) given in eq.(3.4) and eq.(3.5) requests to estimate the parameters for 
each candidate cluster number k in the range we consider, which needs a large 
quantity of computing costs. Hence it is important to reduce the trial times of k's 
as small as possible such that the whole computing costs are greatly dropped. In 
this appendix, we propose a heuristic algorithm for those data from a finite density 
mixture with the same priori probabilities and equal-and-isotropic variance, which 
can dynamically selects some reasonable k's from the underlying range. The key 
idea is: we know that the k* must be one member of the set S = {k\sl^ — s|2 = 
. . . = s | ^ } , where s|^  / is the covariance matrix of 产 probability distribution under 
the assumption that the data {xi)^_^ come from k (k may not equal to k*) mixture i 
probability distributions. For each k G S^ if k < k*, it must treat several clusters as 
a big clusters due to the equal variance sh = s^ 2 = . • • = ^ik- Hence k is a factor 
of k*. If k > k*, since we have known that J{k) > J(k*), we can directly obtain k* 
which is equal to the latest k. Specifically, this heuristic algorithm can be described 
as follows: 
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step 0: Initially set t = ko, stepsize = 2，and S = { } , where ko is the lower bound 
of k*. 
step 1: Use ALTMIN approach to find out s^y with y = 1, 2 , . . . , t. 
step 2: Find out m, n such that 
m 二 argmiriy(s^y^ y 二 1’ 2 , . . . , t), 
n = argmaXy[sly, y = 1, 2 , . . . , t) 
step 3: If s\n — 5?爪 < e, let h — t, k G S, goto step 5; otherwise, goto step 4. 
step 4: t = t + 1, goto step 1. 
step 5: Let t = stepsize * k; find out s^y with y — 1, 2,...，t. 
step 6: Find out m, n such that 
m = argminy{s^y,y= 1,2,...,力)， 
n = argmaXy{s^y, y = 1, 2 , . . .,t) 
step 7: Let stepsize — stepsize + 1; 
If 4a - 4 n < q 
if J{k) > J{t) 









goto step 5. 
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stop : The correct cluster number k* = k. 
Alternatively, we may use Bartelett's test [61] to check s^ = s ^ = . . . = s ^ in step 
3 and step 7. 
A.2 Demonstration Experiments 
In the experiments, the data {xi\xi G 於2}仏1 come from k* distinct Gaussian mix-
tures P(x]S*{k*)) with the same priori probability, where k* = 2,3,. . . ,6 . For 
simplicity, we set the number of samples at 3000, ko = 2, e = 0.05 and the co-
variance matrix E = 0.2/ in all cases, where I is an 2 x 2 identity matrix. Figure 
A.l(a)-(e) show the data distribution, and Table A.1 shows the value of parame-
ter fly. Table A.2 shows the experimental results, where we can find out not only 
the true number of Gaussians are correctly detected, but also only some candidate 
k's are examined, under which the cost function J{k) is calculated. As a result, 
it reduces considerable computing costs at a discount 54% in average as shown in 
column 3 of Table A.2. 
Moreover, we also noticed that each k G S in Table A.2 shows a certain degree 
of global-view to the given data set. The k is smaller, the view range is larger. For 
example, in the case of k* 二 6, we obtain S = {3, 6}, where k — 3 means that it 
treats two neighboring clusters as one big cluster as grouped by dotted ellipses in 
Figure A.2. 
Table A.1: The value of parameters |j,y in all cases. 
k* m: 1 
2 [1,1]'』.,[i5,2].i 一 
j [12厂,[2 4厂,[3,2f 
丁 [1,1? , [1,2]'' , [4,2P , [4，3厂 
^ ~ [5,5]'"，[5,7]'r, [8,9厂,[10 5]'^ ', [10 7]'^ ' 
| 6 [9 ,8]� , [9 ,10]� , [10,13]^ [12,13]'^  , [13,8]'^ ', [13,10]'^ ' 
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Figure A.1: The data distribution with k* = 2, 3 , . . . , 6. 
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Figure A.2: The macro view of six clusters. 
Table A.2: Experimental results, where we only consider the range of candidate 
cluster number from 2 to 8. 
k* k examined S Detected Cluster Number Computing Costs Saved 
T~ {2 ,4} {2} 2 59% 
丁 { 2 , 3 , 6 } ~ {3} 3 - 56% 
—4 { 2 , 4 , 8 } — {2,4} 4 51% 
~ { 2 , 3 , 4 , " ^ {5} 5 — 48% — 
\6 {2 ,3,6} {3,6} 6 55% 
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A.3 Remarks 
Preliminary experiments have shown that our proposed heuristic algorithm can work 
well for the data from those Gaussian with the same priori probabilities and equal-
and-isotropic variances. We notice that this algorithm can automatically select some 
candidate cluster number k's instead of testing all k's one by one. Hence, some 
computation of J{k) can be avoided with computation costs saved considerably. 
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Appendix B 
RBF Network with RPCL 
Approach 
B.1 Introduction 
In recent years, there have attracted a great deal of interest in the feed-forward 
layered neural networks (FNNs), one advantage of which is that they can be self-
learning without requiring us to predefine a particular non-linear model. The FNNs 
can approximate any continuous function with arbitrary accuracy [30，31] as given 
enough hidden units, but their training generally requires extensive computing costs 
due to high non-linearity in the parameters. Also, their parameter estimates based 
on non-linear optimization technique may be trapped at a local minimum of the 
parameter space. 
To avoid these drawbacks of FNN network, one popular neural network called 
Radial Basis Function (RBF) network has been studied intensively in recent years 
:12, 18, 20, 31, 41，45，46, 49, 52, 54, 55, 57, 80]. The RBF network can be regarded 
as a special two-layer FNN, where the hidden layer maps the input space onto a 
new space with a nonlinear transformation followed by an output layer implement-
ing a linear combination on this new space. Typically, the RBF training includes 
two stages: learning hidden layer followed by learning output layer. The hidden 
layer is learned by using unsupervised methods such as ^-means clustering algo-
rithm [28], while the output layer is learned by Least Mean Square Error (LMSE) 
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methods. Since the adjustable parameters in whole RBF networks are only the 
linear combination weights from hidden layer to output layer without any complex 
and time consuming multi-hidden layer expansions, the RBF training is not only 
simple, but also much faster than most of feed-forward layer neural networks such 
as back-propagation network [56 . 
However, the existing learning techniques for RBF nets has one major problem 
—how to select the number of hidden units. In the past, there were some theoretical 
results on how the approximation or generalization error reduces as the number of 
hidden units increases. For example, in the paper [81], via setting up the connec-
tions between RBF nets and Kernel regression estimators, a number of interesting 
theoretical results have been obtained for the upper bounds of convergence rates 
for the approximation error with respect to the number of basis functions, and the 
upper bounds for the pointwise and L2 convergence rates of the best consistent es-
timator with respect to both the samples and the number of basis functions. But, 
in practice, these theoretical results cannot be used directly and the selection on 
the number of hidden units is actually quite heuristic and an inappropriate selection 
will affect the performance considerably. Therefore, Rival Penalized Competitive 
Learning (RPCL) approach has been suggested to do this work [80], which has been 
shown experimentally to be able to improve the performance of RBF networks. 
In this chapter, we will consider two RBF nets only: Normalized RBF net 
(NRBF) and Extended Normalized RBF net (ENRBF), each of which contains two 
cases: (1) with RPCL technique; (2) without RPCL technique. For easy distinc-
tion, we name the NRBF net and ENRBF with RPCL technique as RPCL-NRBF 
and RPCL-ENRBF respectively. We demonstrate these four RBF nets on two real 
financial time series: a Chinese Stock and a foreign exchange rate of US Dollar 
(USD) versus German Deutschmark (DEM). Experimental results have shown that 
RPCL-NRBF and RPCL-ENRBF outperform NRBF and ENRBF respectively with 
smaller root mean square error (r.m.s.e.). 
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B.2 Normalized RBF net and Extended Normalized RBF 
Net 
A normalized radial basis function (NRBF) network is a two-layer network as shown 
in Figure B.1, which can be summarized by the following general form [46, 49]: 
- “ 0 = 巧 = 严 : ( 力 ) ， l < J > < ^ ( B . 1 ) 
1^3 = lOj[t) 
with 
Oj{^) = cf>[{X(t) - mj)^^-\X{t) — m,)l X{t) = [ 0 ^ , 1 , ¾ , . . . , ¾ ] ^ ( B . 2 ) 
where X{t) is the input pattern at time t, Oj {t) and outp{t) are the outputs of the 严 
hidden unit and p^ ^ output unit respectively, Wjp is the weight connecting between 
the 产 hidden unit and the pth output unit, 0(-) is a pre-specified basis function 
satisfying certain weak conditions, which is commonly selected as Gaussian function 
(j)[x) 二 e~^, rrij and Ej are the center vector and receptive field of the 产 hidden 
unit respectively. 
OUti(t) OUtn(t) 
>^^^ …… > ^ ^ Output 
V ^ \ ^ V ^ 
y“t) ^ ^ \ ^ yn(t) \^^ 
“ I …… I I ^^"^""-C!^：^  Output Layer 。^^^^^ . . 
…… I ~I I~ I I~ I Hidden Layer 
^ ^ ^ ¾ ^ 
( ^ j r ^ ^ I ， 
Xti x,j 
Figure B.1: The general structure of RBF network. 
For the existing approaches [46, 18, 20], all the parameters in eq.(B.l) and 
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eq.(B.2) are learned in the following three separated steps: 
1. Parameters Initialization. The center vector m/s are determined only based 
on the input samples D^ = {X { t ) }^^ via some clustering techniques such as 
A;-means algorithm, while the receptive field Ej is estimated by 
^ 二护耶一—(耶)-爪力(耶)—^jf (B.3) 
where Nj is the number of input patterns assigned to cluster j. The weights 
WjpS connecting between hidden units and output units are initialized to small 
random values. 
2. Calculate the Output Values. After the parameters of hidden layer are settled, 
for each input pattern X(^), we calculate the value of outp{t) by eq.(B.l) and 
value of Oj(t) by eq.(B.2). 
3. Weight Learning. The weights w'-s are learned iteratively by 
J r 
^ne^ - ^old [Y,{t)-0Ut,{t)]0,{t) 
冲 - 仲 E , t i o , W ( ) 
where Yp{t) is a target value at the p," output unit corresponding to the input 
pattern X{t), and 7 is a learning rate. 
The extended normalized RBF (ENRBF) net is the modification of the normal-
ized RBF net by replacing Wjp in eq.(B.l) with a linear function Wj^X{t)+Cj, where 
Wj is a parameter matrix that makes X(t) a linear mapping with a constant bias. 
That is, we have 
, �i : 1 - i [ y ^ I ^ { t ) + c j ] o j ( t ) out,{t) = ^ P i L ^ k � \ + / �八 ^ ， 1 < j,p < k (B.5) 
z2j=iOj{t) 
Its learning is basically the same as the above one for the normalized RBF nets, 




In the experiments, two real-world financial time series are used for financial pre-
diction. One is a China stock from December 21, 1990 to September 12, 1995. The 
training data set (training I) is the first 1100 data points whereas the testing data 
set (testing / ) is the remaining 90 data points. 
The other series is an exchange-rate series ofUS Dollar (USD) versus Deutschmark 
(DEM), which consists of 1778 daily closing prices from December 1, 1987 to Novem-
ber 30，1993. As we only have the data of DEM versus Hong Kong dollars (HKD) 
and USD versus HKD, we transform these data to USD versus DEM by the formula: 
1 USD 二 {m/n) DEM, where m and n are the rate of USD versus HKD and DEM 
versus HKD respectively. The training set (training II) is the first 1679 data, and 
the testing set (testing II) is the following 99 data points. 
Figure B.2 show the results of NRBF and ENRBF with / without RPCL tech-
nique on testing I, whereas Figure B.3 show their results on testing II. Table B.1 
lists the prediction errors, which are measured by root mean square error {r.m.s.e.). 
Table B.1: The r.m.s.e. of NRBF, RPCL-NRBF, ENRBF and RPCL-ENRBF on 
testing sets. 
Testing Sets NRBF RPCL-NRBF ENRBF RPCL-ENRBF 
I 0.2938 0.2626 0.1636 0.1472 
II 0.01452 0.01325 0.01029 0.009891 一 
From these results, we can observe the following points: 
1. RPCL technique can improve the performance of NRBF and ENRBF consid-
erably; 
2. The ENRBF nets outperform the NRBF nets in all cases we have tried so far. 
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Figure B.2: The predictions on testing I by (a) NRBF; (b) RPCL-NRBF; (c) EN-
RBF; (d) RPCL-ENRBF. 
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Figure B.3: The predictions on testing II by (a) NRBF; (b) RPCL-NRBF; (c) 
ENRBF; (d) RPCL-ENRBF. 
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B.4 Remarks 
Preliminary experiments have shown that Normalized RBF net and Extended Nor-
malized RBF net can model real financial time series with a certain degree of success. 
Moreover, the performance of NRBF and ENRBF can be improved considerably as 
the RPCL technique is used. In addition, due to prediction by a line instead of by a 
point, we noticed that, in all the cases we have tried so far, the extended normalized 
RBF network outperforms normalized RBF network. 
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Appendix C 
Adaptive RPCL-CLP Model for 
Financial Forecasting 
C.1 Introduction 
The classical statistical models such as MA and ARMA cannot model a financial se-
ries satisfactorily due to its non-stationarity and high-frequency fluctuation. In the 
past, there has been considerable interest in exploring the applications of artificial 
neural networks (ANNs) to financial series prediction [26, 29, 35, 36, 37, 42, 47, 62:. 
An advantage of the ANN based method is that it does not require us to pre-define 
a particular non-linear model. Alternatively, these methods try to establish a func-
tional relationship between the input patterns and the outputs directly through an 
elaborate iterative learning scheme without consideration of the specific properties 
of financial data. But it usually results in large computing costs. 
One feasible way is to use a set of linear systems to model a non-linear envi-
ronment approximately [27]. The basic idea is that we separate a global non-linear 
environment into some small regions, in each of which we regard it as a linear one 
modeled by a linear system. In this paper, we propose such a model called Ri-
val Penalized Competitive Learning [80] and Combined Linear Predictor method 
(RPCL-CLP), which can be regarded as a variant of RBF nets with two-stage im-
plementation —training stage followed by prediction stage. In the training stage, 
RPCL-CLP groups the training data into clusters as like in RBF training [46], in 
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which a set of Local Linear Predictors (LLP's) are constructed by regressing those 
input-and-output pairs within each cluster respectively. In the prediction stage, a 
prediction is made by combining some activated Local Linear Predictors through a 
gating network (G.N.) [77:. 
Moreover, we propose its adaptive variant named Adaptive RPCL-CLP, where 
a data pre-and-post processing scheme is involved to eliminate some common-factor 
effects. In the training stage, Adaptive RPCL-CLP is learned in the same way as 
RPCL-CLP. However, in the prediction stage, the model parameters are updated 
adaptively upon each prediction made instead of being fixed in the original RPCL-
CLP. Furthermore, Adaptive RPCL-CLP also combines the Random Walk model, 
which is ideal to model a market with perfect efficiency [21], with the prediction 
of triggered Local Linear Predictor via winner-take-all through the gating network 
:66:. 
We compare our proposed models with two popular time-delay recurrent net-
works: Elman Net [26] and Jordan Net [35, 36, 37, 38] as well as the RBF network, 
classical MA(^) and Random Walk models by demonstrating their performance on 
two real-world time series shown in Appendix B. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section C.2 introduces the extraction of 
the input patterns and desired outputs. Section C.3 and Section C.4 describe the 
architecture and implementations of RPCL-CLP and Adaptive RPCL-CLP respec-
tively. The computer experiments are given in Section C.5. We draw a conclusion 
in Section C.6. 
C.2 Extraction of Input Patterns and Outputs 
We separate a series {zt}^J^^ into two parts: {zt)^J^^ (training series) and {:<}仏"5^ +2 
(testing series). The training set {{Z{t)^ U{t))}^Jl^^~^ can be extracted from the 
training series { z t } ^ ^ by successively shifting a sliding window as shown in Figure 
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C.1, where we denote input pattern Z(t) — [zt, 2:^ +1, • • •, zt^d-i^^t+d] and desired 
output U(t) = zt^d+i at time t respectively. The testing set { ^ W ) S f r ^ + 2 ^an be 
obtained in the same way, where the desired targets are unknown. 
a time series {zt ).^ 1^  
Zi Z2 Z3 ''=' ZN+1 
i i i ! i ！ ! ! 
t=i I u 
t = 2 I I. 
t = 3 I [• """^^ 
t = N-d I 丨《\ 
! ： ： ^ N ^ 
/! u Z(t)^ UW i 
/ 丨_...”丨 j 
a sliding window of size d+2 
Figure C.1: A sliding window scans through a training series { z t } ^ ^ to extract a 
set of input-output pairs {{Z{t)^ U{t)}^^, where the dimension of input space is 
set at d + 1. 
C.3 RPCL-CLP Model 
C.3.1 RPCL-CLP Architecture 
As shown in Figure C.2, the RPCL-CLP architecture has four layers: Input Layer, 
Cluster Layer, Combination Layer and Output Layer, where the inputs Z{t)'s and 
model outputs are embedded in the Input Layer and Output Layer respectively. The 
Cluster Layer consists of a set of cluster nodes, each of which includes a cluster cen-
troid and a group of input patterns assigned by the unsupervised learning approach 
in the training stage. Also, as shown in Figure C.3 each cluster node is attached 
with a Local Linear Predictors (LLP) by regressing those input-output pairs within 
the cluster node. The Combination Layer consists of those cluster nodes selected by 
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Cluster Selector, where the attached LLP's are activated and their outputs yj[t)^ 
{ j = 1, • ",k) are combined by the gating network (G.N.) [77] to form y(t), i.e., the 
estimation of U(t). 
y«> 
.^^^^^^^|^ O^utput Layer 
/“;K:\�：:::::::=1S^ 
jw yj|^ ykoN^ 
(^^ •……(^ ).".... ( c^ Combination Layer 
Cluster Selector 
J_^^ J^_^  Cluster Layer 
B - : d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 一 
Kj^ Vj^ ^¾) (z^ (z^ (^l^ 
Figure C.2: Architecture of RPCL-CLP model, where we use a buffer storing pre-
vious d input data points which form an input pattern together with the current 
input data point Zt^ d-
C.3.2 Training Stage of RPCL-CLP 
The training of RPCL-CLP includes three steps: ( / ) Creating Cluster Layer dynam-
ically. ( / / ) Building up Local Linear Predictors (LLP) for each cluster node. ( / / / ) 
Training the gating network. 
Creation of Cluster Layer 
The procedure of building cluster layer consists of two phases. In Phase 1, we 
set up a preliminary Cluster Layer with k cluster nodes by Incremental Clustering 
algorithm (IC), where we use a heuristic algorithm to automatically control the e 
(a threshold value for creating a new cluster node). However, as pointed out in 
80], some of these resulted cluster nodes centroids may not locate at the center of 
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Figure C.3: Internal structure of the cluster nodes. Each node Cj includes a cluster 
centroid W^ and a group of input patterns Zj (r) (in RPCL-CLP) or Xj (r) (in 
Adaptive RPCL-CLP), attached with a local linear predictor LLPj learned by least 
square method. 
the corresponding clusters. They may be either at some boundary points between 
different clusters or at points biased from some cluster centers. These centroids may 
draw quite a large portion of samples from correct clusters to form some disturbing 
groups that lead to an incorrect clustering results. Hence, in Phase 2 we apply Rival 
Penalized Competitive Learning (RPCL) [80] to refine these initial cluster nodes. 
The basic idea is that for each input pattern not only the centroid W^ which wins 
the competition is modified to adapt to the input, but also the centroid W^ of its 
rival is de-learned by a learning rate smaller than that used by W^. 
Specifically, the detailed algorithm is described as follows: 
Phase 1 We create an initial Cluster Layer by a modified Incremental Clustering 
algorithm: 
Step 1. Given a time series {zt)^J[^ ，we calculate the covariance matrix S of the 
input patterns { ^ ( O l S ^ " ^ first. 
Step 2. Let e be the square root of the smallest element in the main diagonal of 
E as a threshold for creating a new cluster node. 
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step 3. Let 
VFi = Z(1) (C.1) 
where W^ is the centroid of the first cluster node Ci. 
Step 4. Assume that the 严 cluster nodes have been created dynamically and 
each Ci has a centroid W\ Given a new input pattern Z(t), we calculate 
the distance between it and each cluster's centroid by 
di = \\z{t) — W' I, where i 二 1，2, •. .,j. (C.2) 
to find out one with the minimum distance dm- If dm < e, we assign Z(t) 
to this cluster node Cm and update its centroid W ^ by 
< r = <l' + i (c.3) 
W = = " ^ ^ + 丄剛-^) (C.4) 
^m 
where rim is the number of input patterns assigned to node Cm- Other-
wise, we create a new cluster node Cj+i. Let 
H^ "^ +i = Z{t) (C.5) 
This step is iterated until all data points have been assigned. 
Phase 2 we adjust these initial cluster nodes centroids by RPCL algorithm as 
follows: 
step 1. For each input pattern Z(t), let 
z 
1, if i = c with c — argmirij. jj \\Z(t) — W^f 
Ui{t) = —1, if i = r with r = argminj^c7j \\Z{t) - W^f (C.6) 
0, otherwise 
where 1 < i,j < k, and 7,- = ^ ^ ~ . rii is the cumulative frequency of 
^i=i^i 
Ui{t) = 1. 
Step 2. Update the centroid W^ and the cumulative frequency Ui by 
‘W":/d + ac(Z(O-M^0, if^iw = l 
^ne^ = T^:zd-ar(Z(O-"t^0, if^<o = - l (C.7) 
W l^^ , otherwise 
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n r ^ = { < ^ l ' i f ^ = l (c.8) 
nf^, otherwise 
V 
where 0 < o^ <C o^ c < 1 are the learning rates for the winner and rival 
cluster nodes respectively (o^ is also called de-learning rate). 
The RPCL algorithm can select an appropriate number of cluster nodes au-
tomatically by gradually driving extra cluster nodes' centroids far away from the 
distribution of the data set. Hence, we can remove those extra cluster nodes. In the 
sequel, as shown in Figure C.2, a cluster layer with the remaining M cluster nodes 
are produced. 
Local Linear Predictors 
We assume there exists a function relationship F between Zi{r) and C/^ -(r), where 
Zi(r) belongs to node C{ and {Z^(r), Ui{r)} is an input-output pair. Hence, by 
Taylor expansion the local linear predictor attached with cluster node Ci can be 
represented by: 
t/,(r) ^ F(W') + Ai{Zi{r) — W^ (C.9) 
where A{ is the first-order derivative of F{W^). Since W^ ^ 爲，we have 
F ( W ' ) ^ U i = i : ] U ^ ^ (C.10) 
^i 
Put eq.(C.10) into eq.(C.9), the LLPi in eq.(C.9) becomes 
Ui{r) ^ Ui + Ai{Zi{r) — W^ (C.11) 
where the parameter Ai can be determined by the Least Square method. 
Combination of Local Linear Predictions by Gating Network 
As shown in Figure C.2, a gating network is applied to combine the local linear 
predictions ？/丄⑴，2/2(f),..., yk{t) to form y(t) through 
y{t) = ^Umym (c.12) 
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where gj(t) = P(J | Z{t)) is the probability that Z{t) belongs to 产 selected cluster 
node. To estimate it easily, we assume the probability density distribution of Z{t) 
is the Gaussian: 
n � / � � ， �±hi 1 (Z(t) - mi)^^-\Z(t) - mA 
P ( m I mj) = ( 2 ^ ) - + ( | E , | ) - 2 e x p { - ^ ^ ~ “ 2 ~ ~ - } (C.13) 
where rrij and Ej are the 产 Gaussian parameters. By Bayes Rule, we can get 
a,P{Z{t) I m,) 
g]�t�— ^,a,P{Z{t) I m,) (C.14) 
where Tijaj = 1，aj > 0 and 1 < i,j < k. The parameters Ej, rrij and aj, are 
obtained by the single-loop EM algorithm as given in [77]. Here, we briefly list the 
major steps as follows: 
• Assume the prediction of each selected cluster nodes is described by the con-
ditional density: 
P{U{t) I Z{t),a'y,) = ( 2 ^ - “ x p { - ( " ( t 2 : ( ' ) ) 2 } (C.15) 
where a^yj is the variance of the output of 严 selected cluster node. 
• Initialize mj, Sj and aj. For each iteration r, the following steps are done: 
1. For each t, calculate P(^Z(t) | mj) and P(U(t) | Z(t),a%j) by eq.(C.13) 
and eq.{C.15) respectively. 
2. Calculate: 
御 糊 ） = 4 ) ， l 4 ^ ) ) , _ _ ， 〜 2 � 
^^4^P{Z{t) I m f ) ) P ( " W I ZW，<-) 
m;+i = ~~7；：^ &";广)(厂的|7的)巧亡） 
3 A " f ) ( _ | ^ 3 
4+1) = i & " ; r ) _ ) j ^ ) (C.16) 
and 
巧+1 = ” • 辦 ” 举 ⑴ j 则 ) ( 刚 - < 1 ) ( 糊 — < 1 ) 1 
After some iterations of step 1 and step 2, these parameters will converge [40, 
76]. Then the gj{t)^ are obtained by putting these parameters into eq.(C.13) and 
eq.(C.14). 
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C.3.3 Prediction Stage of RPCL-CLP 
In this stage, the input patterns Z{t)'s come from testing set and the desired outputs 
are unknown. 
For each Z(t), the Cluster Selector will select k cluster nodes such that the 
distance between their centroids and Z{t) are the first k smallest ones. We re-
denote them by C[,C'2, • -. ,C^ as shown in Figure C.2. Each of these k attached 
LLP's gives a prediction denoted by y ^ through 
_ = ^ + MZ{t) — w^f, j 二 1，2,...，k. (C.17) 
With the gating network, we obtain the estimation of U{t) by eq.(C.12). 
C.4 Adaptive RPCL-CLP Model 
C.4.1 Data Pre-and-Post Processing 
In Adaptive RPCL-CLP, the involved data pre-and-post processing scheme is spec-
ified as: 
• Pre-processing Xt = ln Zt+i - ln Zt 
• Post-processing Zt+d+i 二 ^t+d X e^0 
As a result, the training set and testing set given in Section C.2 are automat-
ically transformed into new training set {{X{t),Y{t))]^J{^ and new testing set 
{X {t) )^JjsfZd+i ？ where at time t we set the input pattern X{t) = [xt, Xt+i,...， 
Xt+d-2^ Xf+d-i] and the desired output Y{t) = Xt+d respectively. 
C.4.2 Architecture and Implementation 
As shown in Figure C.4, the architecture of Adaptive RPCL-CLP is similar to 
RPCL-CLP except that: (1) a data pre-and-post processing scheme is involved; 
(2) the Cluster Selector chooses one node only by winner-take-all rule to speed up 
the training process considerably; (3) the market efficiency is also considered by 
combining nodes output ym{t) with current input information Xt+d-i at time t. 
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The training procedure of Adaptive RPCL-CLP, which is based on transformed 
training set, is similar to RPCL-CLP with three steps mentioned in Sub-section 
C.3.2. In the prediction stage, Adaptive RPCL-CLP switches to the adaptive learn-
ing mode where the parameters in cluster layer and gating network are adaptiv^ly 
adjusted upon each prediction made. In the following sub-sections, we will describe 
the adaptive learning algorithm only. 
0(,,= exp(y(i))xzHj « 
('U) =z/W+I ]^ ~ 
y(t> 
^^ ,^ Output Layer  
J^  g2(0 
y_ - ^ ¾ ^ 
© 
Cluster Selector 
Cluster Layerj^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
Input Layer II ^ ^^；：^^^^^^^^^^^^^：：^^ 
�Xi) Qc,+) (Xt+Q (^ t+dj €�+d�(x,^ d^ J 
Xt = ln(z,+i/z,) 
Buffer with length d ^^-~~:r~"^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^  ^ ^^ ~"^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ~^7~~~~~^  
I n p u t j^ ya I (^ (^ Q Q ……….€S^  Q ^ Q ^ ‘ 
Figure C.4: Architecture of Adaptive RPCL-CLP model, where the cluster nodes 
C[s with attached local linear predictors are adaptively learned in the prediction 
stage as well as the gating network. 
Adaptive Modification of Local Linear Predictors 
In the prediction stage, when an input pattern X(t) extracted from the transformed 
testing set is presented in the Input Layer II of Adaptive RPCL-CLP, the Cluster 
Selector will find out a cluster node Cm by winner-take-all rule that satisfies: 
‘ � =m i n { c / , = | 邱 ) - 叫 | ,j = 1’ 2, • - - , M } (C.18) 
Hence, the attached LLP prediction of Y(t) is 
y—t) = Vm + Am(X(t) - W^f (C.19) 
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which is post-processed to become<^+(i+i by 
ZM+i = zt^d X e^-(0 (C.20) 
As the model performance will degrade if the model parameters are fixed, Adaptive 
RPCL-CLP adopts an adaptive learning scheme where the parameters of the working 
node Cm are updated adaptively by the formula: 
< r = <5 '+i 
= • = t ' ^ r K > ^ W - t " ) 
W= = W:i, + r){X{t)-W^,) 
1 / 9 / ^ 2 Anew — Aold ^ r7___L_ 
〜 — ^ - - ？瓦 
= < 5 ' 1 [ ^ 二 ^ ^ - 増 ] (C.21) 
where rj is a learning rate, and €t 二 {xt+d — ym{t))-
Adaptive Gating Network 
Due to the efficiency of a market as stated in [21], Random Walk model is useful 
which uses the current data point Xt+d-i as the prediction of the next point. That 
is, 
xt+d = xt+d-i (C.22) 
In Figure C.4, we combine the local linear prediction ym{t) with that of the Random 
Walk model by a gating network which is implemented by a new adaptive EM 
algorithm [66]. The detailed algorithm is as follows: 
1. At time t of prediction stage, an input pattern X(t) is presented in the Input 
Layer II. As shown in Figure C.4, we need to combine yrn(t) with Xf+d-i as 
y(t)- For simplicity, at time t, we re-denote ”�⑴ as y[^\ Xt+d-i as " f ) , g^ as 
0^f+i) and g2if| as ^ ^^ +丄）then we have: 
_ = ^ > ! ^ " ! 0 (C.23) 
t=i 
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2. To find gf^^^ out, we assume that the conditional probability distribution of 
Y{t) is the Gaussian density: 
i ^ ( % ) I - r , ^ f ) - r ^ e x p ( _ - 2 ( f ) 2 ) (C.24) 
(27T)2c7f^  2a,2W 
where i = 1 and 2，m”) and a^f^ are the mean and variance of yf^ respectively. 
Then &(*+丄）can be obtained from: 
, r ) 二 广 ( 删 丨 爪 ” ) ’ : ， ) (C.25) 
j:'r=,P^'Hr)P{Y{t)\ml'\aM) 
Simultaneously, we modify the parameters mf\ a^f^ and 户⑴⑷ to mf^^\ 
a2!(^i) and P(^i) ( i ) respectively by: 
《 _ -《(,） 
h{i]Y{t)) 二 队 t  
P ( ^ ) ( i ) = 户 ⑴ ⑷ + ；^⑷^⑴） 
。 名 = m i ) ( i ) ^ d A- = p(t+i)(-) 
rr4'+i) = aiml'^ + /3^h(HY(t))Y(t) 
a 2 ” i ) = a,a^^^ + ^ ih [ i\Y{ t ) ) [Y { t ) - r4^ f (C.26) 
As pointed out in [66], we can get a better estimate for gf^ by using eq.(C.23) again 
as long as a set of the second latest values mf~^\ o"^f"^^, P(,_i)(i) are kept in 
memory, which is a key difference between the adaptive EM algorithm given in [66 
and the incremental EM algorithm given in [48]. 
C.5 Computer Experiments 
C.5.1 Data Sets and Experimental Purpose 
In the experiments, we use the same two real-world financial time series as shown 
in Appendix B. 
There are two purposes in our experiments: 
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1. We compare the performance of Adaptive RPCL-CLP and RPCL-CLP with 
some existing models namely Recurrent Networks (Elman Net and Jordan 
Net), RBF nets, MA(q) model (q is often set at 5 or 10 in practice) and 
Random Walk model. 
2. We justify the efficacy of our data pre-and-post processing scheme by compar-
ing the recurrent nets with and without this scheme. 
C.5.2 Experimental Results 
Figure C.5 - Figure C.7 show the results of Adaptive RPCL-CLP, RPCL-CLP, 
Elman Net and Jordan Net on testing set I whereas Figure C.8 - Figure C.10 show 
their results on testing set II. The parameters of Elman and Jordan Nets trained by 
the back-propagation with momentum algorithm [53] are adjusted by trial and error. 
Table C.1 and Table C.2 list the training costs and prediction errors in terms of root 
mean square error (r.m.s.e.) as well as the number of hidden nodes. Furthermore, 
Table C.3 also lists the results of MA(q), Random Walk models as well as RBF nets 
mentioned in Appendix B for testing set I and II respectively. 
In the experiments, we can observe the following points: 
1. The proposed Adaptive RPCL-CLP outperforms the existing models men-
tioned above in terms of prediction error. There are three reasons: 
(a) The cluster nodes in Adaptive RPCL-CLP separate the input space into 
a set of local regions. At one time a local linear predictor LLP in one 
of the regions is triggered by the Cluster Selector. That is, those LLP's 
can be regarded as local experts which are gated by the Cluster Selector. 
However, these existing models do not have mixture-of-experts mecha-
nism. 
(b) Unlike Adaptive RPCL-CLP, the parameters of Elman Net and Jordan 
Net cannot be globally determined due to their high non-linearity. 
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(c) The Adaptive RPCL-CLP applies an adaptive learning scheme to adjust 
the model parameters. 
2. Data pre-and-post processing can considerably improve the models perfor-
mance as shown in Figure C.6 - C.7 and Figure C.9 - C.10. 
3. Random Walk model can forecast the two financial series well with fairly small 
r.m.s.e. 
4.8 - Real data 
Pred. data .....> 
： : ， k/ 
- f% . JW^ 
: J ^ " ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ . V 
2-4 J • . . . 
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4.8 - Real data | 
Pred. data| J ^ 
: ： " f%/ 
3-3 - I U AyC:>^ 
: d ^ ^ . . Q / ^ 
2.4 J  
(b) 
Figure C.5: The prediction results on testing set I, (a) by Adaptive RPCL-CLP 
model; (b) by RPCL-CLP model. 
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Figure C.6: Elman Net on testing set / , (a) without data pre-and-post processing 
scheme; (b) with data pre-and-post processing scheme. 
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Figure C.7: Jordan Net on testing set /，(a) without data pre-and-post processing 
scheme; (b) with data pre-and-post processing scheme. 
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Figure C.8: The prediction results on testing set II, (a) by Adaptive RPCL-CLP 
model; (b) by RPCL-CLP model. 
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Figure C.9: Elman Net on testing set 11, (a) without data pre-and-post processing 
scheme; (b) with data pre-and-post processing scheme. 
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Figure C.10: Jordan Net on testing set II, (a) without data pre-and-post processing 
scheme; (b) with data pre-and-post processing scheme. 
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Table C.1: The results of Adaptive RPCL-CLP with RPCL-CLP, Elman Net and 
Jordan Net on data set I 
Models No. of hidden nodes Flops (training I) r.m.s.e. 
Adaptive RPCL-CLP" 73 — 4.100 x 10^ 0.0790 
RPCL-CLP — 21 “ 5.260 x 10^ 0 .178~ 
Elman Net: 一 40 — 1.736 X 10^" "5.2557 
Elman Net^ 一 40 _ 8.706 x 10^ 0.1726 
Jordan Net/ 40 5.276 x 10^ 1.0899 
Jordan Net^ 40 8.792 x 10^ “ 0.2004 
Note: Data set I consists of training set I and testing set I. Elman^ denotes the Elman 
net without data pre-and-post processing scheme, Elman^ denotes the Elman net 
with data pre-and-post processing scheme, Jordan^ and Jordan^ are denoted in the 
similar way. Training costs are measured in terms of flops in MATLAB. 
Table C.2: The results of Adaptive RPCL-CLP with RPCL-CLP, Elman Net and 
Jordan Net on data set II 
Models No. of hidden nodes Flops (training / / ) r.m.s.e. 
Adaptive RPCL-CLP" 120 _ 8.789 X 10^ 0.0053 
RPCL-CLP — 8 1.235 x 10^ 0 .020^ 
Elman Net' — 40 “ 1.356 X 10^" 0.0378 
Elman Net^ 20 — 3.984 x 10^ 0.023T" 
Jordan Net' 一 45 “ 1.751 X 10^" 0.0265 
Jordan Net'^  40 — 1.396 x 10^" “ 0.0111 
Note: Data set II consists of training set II and testing set II. 
Table C.3: The prediction errors of MA(q), Random Walk models and RBF nets on 
testing set I and II 
r.m.s.e. (testing I) r.m.s.e. (testing II) 
Random Walk 0.1423 0.0098 
_ MA(5) 0.2566 _ 0.0144 
MA(10) 0.3248 0.0203 “ 
NRBF 0.2938 “ 0.0145 
RPCL-NRBF 0.2626 0.0132 
ENRBF 0.1636 “ 0.0103 
RPCL-ENRBF 0.1472 0.0099 
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C.6 Conclusion 
We have proposed a prediction model called Adaptive RPCL-CLP for time series 
forecasting. As shown in the previous sections, the Adaptive RPCL-CLP not only 
includes a data pre-and-post processing scheme and an adaptive learning scheme, 
but also adopts a combination of some linear predictors through a gating network. 
We have applied it to predict financial time series. As shown by our preliminary 
experiments, the Adaptive RPCL-CLP is superior to RPCL-CLP, Elman net, Jordan 
net, MA(q) and Random Walk models in terms of prediction errors. Also, Adaptive 
RPCL-CLP is trained much faster than Elman and Jordan nets. 
As like RPCL-CLP model, the Adaptive RPCL-CLP can be regarded as a variant 
of RBF nets due to similar generation in the Cluster Layer, but Adaptive RPCL-
CLP has data pre-and-post scheme and predictor mixture mechanism. Experiments 
have shown that the performance of Adaptive RPCL-CLP model is better than 
normalized RBF nets and extended normalized RBF nets with smaller r.m.s.e. 
With demonstrated by the experiments, we have found that a data pre-and-post 
processing scheme can considerably improve the model's performance. However, to 
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